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I. EPSU GOVERNING BODIES 
 
Steering and Executive Committee 
www.epsu.org/r/119  
 
The Steering Committee met on 19 February. 
The Executive Committee met on 4 June and 26-27 November. No Steering Committee was 
held in the autumn. 
 
The discussion of the EPSU Steering and Executive Committees was dominated by the 
following policy issues: 
 
At the February Steering Committee, Catelene Passchier, ETUC Confederal Secretary 
introduced the ETUC’s  “first assessment” paper of the European Commission’s Green Paper 
on Labour Law.  
The Green Paper raised a number of important questions about the development of labour law 
including: 
• The impact of national labour reforms and the growth of part-time, temporary agency work, 

fixed-term contracts, as well as greater working time flexibility (in terms of both longer and 
more irregular hours) 

• Difficulties with social dialogue and decreasing coverage of collective agreements, in 
particular weakening of sectoral agreements  

• The growing complexity of employment relationships and difficulties in defining the concept 
of “employee”, due to new forms of work, increased workers mobility, more sub-contracting 
and outsourcing. 

• Weakening of enforcement frameworks   
 
Rather than exploring how labour law and collective bargaining might better address these 
issues, the Green Paper presented labour law and collective agreements as part of the 
problem, and as a barrier to job creation and to the integration of “outsiders” into the labour 
market. In essence the Commission argued that if employment protection for the “normal” 
worker was more flexible, greater security could be given to disadvantaged workers.   
 
Members of the Steering Committee stressed that the assertion in the Green Paper of there 
being a link between employment flexibility and job creation needed to be challenged. Other 
factors, such as the level of investment, are much more important. While employment flexibility 
may “help” individual employers (by placing all the risks on their workers) it does not support 
high quality economic development, on the contrary it leads to social dumping.   
 
The Commission published its Communication on Flexicurity on 26 June, unfortunately 
maintaining a strong bias against protection and stability of jobs. The interprofessional social 
agreed a joint statement “labour market challenges” under the Portuguese EU Presidency (for 
further details see section VI, 4).  
 
EU developments relating to public services: The Executive was provided with an information 
note providing an overview of topical issues affecting public services. This note can be found at 
http://www.etuc.org/a/4119. 
 
• The reform of the EU Treaty and Inter-Governmental Conference 
• Single Market Review 
• Implementation of the Services Directive 
• Evaluation of liberalised network industries 
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• Public procurement and Public-Private Partnerships 
• Quality public finances 
• eGovernment 
• Better Regulation Agenda 
• Consultation on active inclusion of those furthest from the labour market. 
 
The ETUC petition in support of a horizontal legal framework for all public services has resulted 
in over ½ million signatures. Crucially, over 10 mayors of European capital cities have 
supported the objective of the ETUC petition by signing a joint declaration. The ETUC 
presented the petition to Commission President Barroso on 19 November 2007. The following 
day, the Commission published yet a further Communication on Services of General Interest as 
a ‘Companion document to the final report on the single market”.  
An Executive Committee declaration adopted in November, strongly deplores and criticizes the 
European Commission’s position. The declaration makes a link between the Commission’s 
relentless liberalisation drive, which strips public services to the bare minimum, resulting 
stagnating salaries or even losses in real earnings and the massive round of industrial actions, 
involving public sector unions in many European countries (http://www.epsu.org/a/3356). 
 
EPSU – PSI Europe Merger: The ‘merger state of play’ featured prominently on all of the 
meetings of the EPSU governing bodies throughout the year.  
 
In June the Executive Committee considered the recommendations of the PSI European 
Regional Executive Committee (EUREC), concerning the transfer of PSI funds corresponding 
to the expenditure related to work in Europe, invoicing of membership fees and affiliation policy, 
agreed at its meeting of 17 April 2007 (full text of the recommendation is included in section 
VII). These outcomes were the result of intensive discussions in the merger working group, 
between the PSI and EPSU Secretariats and represented a “package” agreement in line with 
EPSU’s mandate for the merger reinforced in November 2006.  
 
These recommendations were unfortunately not endorsed by the PSI Executive Board at its 
meeting of 9 – 10 May, due to doubts expressed on the merger by representatives of the PSI 
Inter-American Region (Canada, US, Argentina). The PSI Secretariat subsequently withdrew its 
proposed amendment to the PSI Constitution to article 12.4.d) which was to have been put to 
the PSI Congress in September and which would have recognised EPSU as the regional 
organisation of PSI1 
 
The Executive Committee agreed to: 
• Endorse the package agreement, i.e. the draft outline of activities, the draft Constitutional 

Principles, the draft Merger Steps in the Transition Period; 
• Give support to the PSI EUREC recommendations 
• Evaluate the situation at the November EPSU Executive Committee meeting 
• Recommend a suspension of the merger process in case there should be no agreement in 

the PSI Congress.  
 
In November the Executive Committee considered the situation after the PSI Congress, which 
had adopted a statement on the merger, which authorises the incoming PSI Executive Board to 
continue the merger talks and requires a revision of the existing Cooperation Agreement 
between EPSU and PSI appended to the EPSU Constitution. This agreement should also deal 
with the operational aspects of the merger such as the financial transfer, staffing (job offers 
have been made to PSI-Europe staff), affiliation policy and other practical merger issues.  

                                                 
1) “In the European Region, PSI recognises EPSU as the regional organisation of the PSI. EPSU contributes to 
promoting the interest of the public services workers at global level. It is autonomous regarding EU/EUROPEAN 
internal policies and has its constitution.” 
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Other important developments: 
Peter Waldorff, former Chair person of the Standing Committee on National and European 
Administrations, was elected new PSI General Secretary at the PSI Congress in September. 
The Executive Committee congratulated him on his election. 
 
Doris Schüpp stepped down from her function as General Secretary of the Swiss Public 
Service Union, VPÖD. The Executive Committee thanked her for her contribution to EPSU’s 
work. 
 
 
Finances, Membership & Personnel  
http://www.epsu.org/r/228 
 
The Executive Committee adopted the 2006 Finance Report in June. In November the 
Executive noted the 2006 Balance Sheet and Report of Member Auditors. With regard to the 
finance situation end-June 2007 – projection year-end 2007 the Executive Committee was 
informed that the year 2007 would end with a slight surplus.  
 
Membership 
 

Union's name Countries Number of 
members 

NEW AFFILIATIONS 
Independent Trade Union of Workers of Elektroprivreda HZ 
Herceg Bosne Mostar 

Bosnia-
Herzegovina 1.470

Junior Doctors in Denmark Denmark 7.238
Danish Association of Biomedical Laboratory Scientists Denmark 5.679
Danish Association of Medical Specialists Denmark 5.135
Trade Union of Public Administration and Judiciary Montenegro 3.644
Trade Union of Energy Workers Montenegro 4.500
Nieuwe Unie'91 Netherlands 20.894
Sekcja Krajowa Elektrowni I Elektrociepłowni NSZZ 
“Solidarnosc” Poland 10.000
Trade Union Federation of Municipal and Local Economy 
Employees in Poland Poland 6.972
Federación de Empleados Públicos de la Unión Sindical 
Obrera Spain 15.480
All Municipal and Public Service Workers Trade Union Turkey 10.000

SUSPENSION 
Croatian Electricity Trade Union Croatia 6.825
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The following changes took place in the Secretariat: 
 
Esthel Almasi left the EPSU Secretariat with effect of 31 January 2007. 
EPSU is now renting two floors at 45 Rue Royale. The office premises have been renovated. 
 
Gender balance  
 
The Executive Committee: 40 % female representatives 
The Steering Committee: 60 % female representatives 
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II. GENDER EQUALITY COMMITTEE  
 
http://www.epsu.org/r/28  
 
Joint EWOC/GEC Committee Meeting, 12 February, Brussels 
 
The meeting concentrated on one agenda item relating to the merger process between 
EPSU and PSI-Europe. On the basis of proposals by the chairs of PSI WOC and GEC, 
members discussed and agreed future terms of reference, name and composition of the 
Committee that is “Women’s and Gender Equality Committee”.  Further details can be found 
in Chapter VII. 1. Merger between PSI Europe and EPSU. Other agenda items would be 
taken at the next committee meeting (see below). 
 
Workshop “Equality through quality public services”, 13 February, Brussels 
 
The workshop was organized by the GEC and EPSU journalists’ network with a view to 
enhance the equality aspects of the EPSU campaign for an EU legal framework on quality 
public services. The intention was also to raise the profile of public services in the context of the 
European year of equal opportunities in 2007. The meeting was chaired by EPSU president, 
Anne-Marie Perret. 
 
Barry Fitzpatrick, equality expert and former head of the legal policy department of the Equality 
authority in Northern Ireland, gave a presentation of the EU anti-discrimination legal 
framework  based on article 13 of the Treaty on European Union other than discrimination 
based on sex including: 
• Framework Employment Equality Directive 2000, covering religion or belief, sexual 

orientation, disability and age in the field of employment & training including aspects of 
self-employment, professional associations and trade unions. 

• Race and Ethnic Origin Directive 2000 applying a ‘modernised’ version of EU sex 
equality law to discrimination on grounds of racial and ethnic origin. It applies not just to 
employment & training but also to provision of services, education, housing, social 
protection, etc. 

 
Both directives include provisions on direct/indirect discrimination, burden of proof, 
victimization, harassment and social dialogue. They involve a more proactive consideration 
of the structures of workplaces and also working practices. Mr Fitzpatrick made 
recommendations such as the need to  undertake an ‘equality audit’ of ‘apparently neutral’ 
policies and practices to establish ‘particular disadvantages’ and ‘reasonable 
accommodation’ and, in terms of litigation, class actions. The UK statutory mainstreaming 
duty on public authorities race, disability and gender was presented as a good example.   
 
European Trade Union Institute for Research, Education and Health & Safety (ETUI-REHS) 
researcher, Isabelle Schoeman, made some complementary remarks on the 2002 directive on 
equal treatment between women and men. A number of flaws remained in the implementation 
of the directive including a limited definition of indirect discrimination, weak policy on sexual 
harassment and too limited involvement of social partners in the transposition of the directive.  
 
Jane Pillinger gave a presentation on quality public services and the win-win situation for 
employees and trade unions, employers and public authorities in developing and enforcing  
equality and  diversity policy at the workplace as part of  the modernization and improvement 
of  public services. Whilst the public sector presented on average a better equality policy 
than in the private sector, more efforts were needed to make the public sector a role model in 
this regard. 
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During the discussion it was said that social origin was not included amongst the EU equality 
strands, unlike the ILO Convention 111 on Discrimination (Employment and Occupation), the 
need to establish an Equality duty for EU public authorities, whether to develop specific policy 
on each equality strand or to keep all of them together in a coherent framework, and ways of 
solving potential tensions between a diversity approach and the universality criterion of public 
services. 
 
A panel concluded the day on the links between quality public services and the equality and 
diversity agenda both at EPSU and PSI levels and the contradictions between the 
Commission’s relatively strong anti-discrimination policy and liberalisation of public services. 
The panel included EPSU General Secretary Carola Fischbach-Pyttel, PSI Deputy General 
Secretary Nora Wintour, European Social Platform officer (Cecodhas) Claire Roumet, and the 
European Commission’s Luc Tholoniat from the General Secretariat  involved in the drafting of 
the Communication on SGI due to be published later this year. 
 
In conclusion, the workshop touched upon many related issues, some of which would 
deserve a specific workshop on its own, such as the application of the equal treatment 
principle at work and in accessing public services; country differences in terms of tackling 
some equality strands, such as ethnic origin from an anti-discrimination angle and/or an 
encompassing social one; role of public services in ensuring equal opportunities, whether to 
develop integrated mainstream services or to develop  specific services that are separated 
from the mainstream, e.g. elder care for a particular ethnic group. The discussion would have 
gained from more participants and it was agreed to continue working further on this issue.  
 
12th meeting of the Gender Equality Committee, 5 November, Brussels 
 
PSI EWOC Chair took part in the meeting in view of the merger between EPSU and PSI-
Europe. Many of the agenda items were leftovers from the previous meeting, as follows.  
 
1. Report on developments with sectoral social dialogue activities relating to gender equality 

(also see Standing  Committee reports) including: 
• Electricity toolkit on equality and diversity  
• Suez group agreement on equality and diversity ( June 2007) 
• development of guidelines on gender equality plans in local and regional government 
• Conference on equality and diversity organised in the framework of the informal social 

dialogue in central government administrations on 17-19 October, Copenhagen (see 
below) 

 
2. Preparations for International Women’s Day 2008, Standing Committee on Health and 

Social Services / Gender Equality Committee project on improving working conditions in 
care sector: 
 
The above project was discussed and approved. It will consist of a  factual research on 
wage levels, gender pay gap and other conditions in care sector in a number of countries 
and a workshop on 7 March 2008 to mark International Women’s Day. 

 
3. Work/life balance: cross-sectoral negotiations underway 

The ETUC response to the second stage consultation by the Commission on reconciling 
work, family and personal life, drafted in close cooperation with EPSU, was noted. The 
ETUC, BusinessEurope, CEEP and UEAPME were now exploring the eventuality of 
negotiations, likely to focus mainly on the review of the parental leave agreement. A joint 
questionnaire on parental leave, flexible work arrangements (including part-time) and care 
facilities (availability, accessibility and affordability), and role of social partners had been 
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sent to their members. The deadline for responses was 14 December. A social dialogue 
working group would then be set up, including EPSU, to analyse responses and discuss 
further steps.  

 
4. Gender pay gap 

Richard Pond, EPSU officer, gave an initial outline of the responses received so far to the 
EPSU questionnaire on closing the gender pay gap including an evaluation of the use 
made by affiliates of the EPSU equal pay resolution 2002-2007.  Whilst few affiliates had 
met the target of reducing the pay gap by between 2 and 5%, the Committee agreed to 
revise the equal pay resolution in view of Congress and to maintain a quantitative target to 
introduce or reinforce existing policy.  The deadline for further responses to the 
questionnaire was extended to December. 
 
The Committee  discussed the Commission’s pay gap Communication ( June 2007), which 
includes the possibility for reviewing the legislation, especially to better tackle value 
discrimination, and the proposal to encourage public authorities to include an equality 
clause in public contracts (the Commission was due to publish a guide on equality clause 
in public procurement next year). Whilst it lacked concrete measures its merit lied was re-
launching the debate at EU level. The ETUC was due to prepare a response to the 
Communication by next Spring in cooperation within its Women’s Committee.  

 
5. Work programme 2008-2009 

It was agreed to carry out a mapping exercise of women’s participation in EPSU‘s 
structures and activities ahead of EPSU congress. The EPSU secretariat is exploring the 
possibility to call for a secondment from its affiliates to carry out this mapping exercise.  
 
 

Diversity through Equality in Public Administrations in Europe” Conference, 17-19 
October, Copenhagen: see chapter III, 2. 
 
 
Gender balance 
 
77,78 % female representatives. 
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III. EPSU STANDING COMMITTEES 
 
1. Health and Social Services  
http://www.epsu.org/r/2 
 
26th meeting of the Standing Committee on Health and Social Services, 27 March, 
Luxembourg 
Main items on the agenda: 
 
• European Social Dialogue in the hospital sector 
• Report Social Services working group 
• Preparation Social Services Conference Athens  
• Gender equality and low pay in the care sector 
• Update on developments in the EU on health and social services 
• ETUC Congress 
• European Health Strategy 
• EU Mental Health Strategy 
• Draft  Health and Social Services Action Plan (including update in different EU 

dossiers) 
 
See the other sections of this report for more detailed information concerning the specific 
items on the agenda. 
 
27th meeting of the Standing Committee on Health and Social Services, 8 October, 
Brussels 
Main items on the agenda: 
• Report from General Secretary on the EPSU-PSI Europe merger, preparation EPSU 

Congress 2009  
• Update PSI Health Services Task Force  
• Report PSI Congress and discussions/resolutions on health 
• Working Group Social Services – planning activities 2008 
• Report Social Services Conference Athens 
• Gender pay gap and the Care sector 
• Update Health and Social Services Action Plan 
• European Social Dialogue Hospital Sector 
• Developments in the EU (possible health services directive and communication SSGI) 
 
See the other sections of this report for more detailed information concerning the specific 
items on the agenda. 
 
Composition of the Committee and gender balance 
 
63,33% female representatives 
 
 
Social Dialogue Hospital Sector  http://www.epsu.org/r/20  

The chairing team of the Social Dialogue Committee of the Hospital sector was : 
For EPSU: Karen Jennings (co-chair), Liza di Paolo Sandberg and Jiri Schlanger (vice-chairs) 
For HOSPEEM: Godfrey Perera (co-chair), Christina Carlsen and Marta Branca (vice-chairs) 
 
In 2007 EPSU and HOSPEEM organized two plenary and four working group meetings of the 
Social Dialogue Committee around the items of the work programme 2007 
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• Working Group meetings on  recruitment and retention, 22 January and 30 October 2008 

Liza di Paolo Sandberg (EPSU) and Ulrike Neuhauser (HOSPEEM) were appointed as 
moderators/facilitators of the working group. At the first meeting, members discussed the 
possibilities of developing a general instrument on employment and retention in the 
hospital sector and a more specific instrument on international recruitment.  Both the 
EPSU and HOSPEEM working group delegations expressed their willingness to develop 
guidelines on ethical recruitment.  On 30 October EPSU and HOSPEEM working group 
members discussed proposals for a joint European Social Dialogue Code of Conduct & 
Follow Up on Ethical Cross-border recruitment in the hospital sector.  On the 14th of 
November the Hospital Sector Social Dialogue Steering Committee developed a a joint 
text. This was submitted to the Social Dialogue Committee for debate and endorsement 
in the meeting on 7 December. 

 
• Working Group meeting on the Ageing work force, 20 February 

Mark Rees-Martinez (EPSU) and Carole Smith (HOSPEEM) were appointed as 
moderators/facilitators of the working group. The working group discussed the 
possibilities of developing social dialogue instruments on ageing. This discussion covered 
two different issues. First, there was a continuation of the debate on a possible 
framework of action on employment, recruitment & retention and the hospital workforce. 
Secondly, there was the intention to look at the EU-discussion on demographic 
challenges and to examine whether the social partners could draft a declaration on this 
issue. In the autumn of 2007 the facilitators, in cooperation with EPSU and HOSPEEM 
secretariats, started to collect country case studies on age management. In order to 
focus the discussion, EPSU proposed to also look at lifecycle policies as a concept in 
order to achieve a better match between work organisation and individual and collective 
workers’ needs. 
 

• Working Group meeting on New skill needs, 12 September 
Kim Øst-Jacobsen (EPSU) and Leif Lindberg (HOSPEEM) were appointed as 
moderators/facilitators of the working group.  At the first meeting, trade union and 
employer representatives discussed the developments and challenges in the hospital 
sector concerning job roles, training requirements, workers’ mobility and work 
organisation and planning. HOSPEEM and EPSU shared many concerns.  
They concluded that the subject of training and career development could not be seen 
separately from the question of workforce planning. In order to collect more information 
on the present bad and good practices EPSU and HOSPEEM would collect (preferably 
joint) country reports on the subject of learning, career development and workforce 
planning.  In addition, EPSU and HOSPEEM secretariats would contact the European 
Institute for vocational training, CEDEFOP about the possibilities for a joint workshop on 
new skill needs in the spring of 2008.  

 
• Plenary meeting, 6 June  

A report was given by the facilitators to the Social Dialogue Committee about the 
discussions in the two working group meetings and the project activities in the first half of 
the year.  Priorities were set out for the second half, including the planning of the 
meetings.   A discussion took place on the EU-health services policies. The EPSU and 
HOSPEEM secretariats presented a draft text for a joint declaration on the subject. It was 
agreed that the wording of the text will be adjusted, and thereafter presented to the 
Committee for adoption as quickly as possible. Martin Dorazil from DG Sanco gave a 
presentation on the same subject. 
Finally, there was a presentation and debate about the different social partner 
consultations, which were initiated by the European Commission.  EPSU and HOSPEEM 
responded to the consultation on needle stick injuries; the recommendations from 
employers and unions were very different. 
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• Plenary meeting, 7 December  http://www.epsu.org/a/3309 
At the meeting EPSU and HOSPEEM agreed on the text for the joint declaration on 
health services. The Committee chairs signed the text and agreed to distribute it among 
their members and other relevant partners, stakeholders and institutions. 
The EPSU and HOSPEEM members also endorsed the text for the Code of Conduct and 
follow-up on ethical cross-border recruitment in the hospital sector. They agreed to 
recommend the text for adoption by their respective organisations.  
A discussion took place about the planning and activities for next year including the 
adoption of a new work programme.  
Lee Mc Gill from DG SANCO gave a presentation on the developments on the topic of 
patients’ safety.  Jean-François Lebrun from DG Employment presented the Innovation, 
skills and jobs project to the Committee. 

 
HOSPEEM- EPSU Social Dialogue Project “Strengthening the Social Dialogue” 
In 2007, HOSPEEM and EPSU started research on the hospital sector and its social dialogue, 
and several pilot activities and meetings with the Czech and Slovak social partners, including a 
study trip to the Netherlands. HOSPEEM and EPSU in cooperation with the project partners 
also started the preparations for the final conference of the project, which would be organised 
on 14-15 April 2008 in Prague. It is the intention of HOSPEEM and EPSU to present an 
overview of the research and the results of the pilot project at this final conference. The social 
partners from both Slovakia and the Czech Republic were requested to set up a concrete work 
programme for the coming year based on the discussions and information in the study 
meetings in Prague, Bratislava and the Netherlands.  

 
Social Services 
 
3rd EPSU Social Services Conference, 10-12 June, Athens  
Working Conditions - Quality – Accessibility 
http://www.epsu.org/a/2816 
 
The meeting was organised with the support of our Greek hosts from ADEDY and in 
cooperation with the members of the EPSU social services working group.  
Jane Lethbridge from PSIRU prepared a paper on Changing Care Services and Labour 
markets, which was presented at the conference and served as the discussion document. The 
main purpose of the meeting was to identify the common and specific challenges for the unions 
and workers in the social services sector and to develop policies to address these challenges.  
Challenges were identified both in the area of working conditions and in the area of the quality 
of service delivery. It was also recognized that a strong relationship existed between the quality 
of service delivery and the working conditions (e.g. in the areas of workload and training). The 
sub-sectors which were discussed in more depth were long-term care services, child care and 
social work.  There were speakers from Solidar and the International Federation of Social 
Workers.  
The seminar was attended by  51 representatives from 19 countries, most of whom are working 
for or in the social service sector. 
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Social Services Working Group meetings 1 February, 25 May, 18 September and 29 November 
The Social Services Working Group consists of representatives from the different EPSU 
constituencies. Discussions focused on: 
The main themes discussed in these meetings were: 
• Preparation and evaluation Social services Conference – Athens 
• EU- Developments on Social Services of General Interest/Services Directive 
• EU-Developments on Health services 
• Future EPSU activities on social services – Action plan 
• Preparation research and seminar on The gender pay gap and wages in the care sector 
• Preparation ETUI-REHS seminar on child care 2008 
• EPSU Congress 2009 
• Discussion EPSU Social Services workshop October 2008  
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2. National and European Administration  
http://www.epsu.org/r/4 
 
27th meeting of the Standing Committee on National and European Administration 
(NEA), 16 April, Luxembourg 
Main items on the agenda: 
• Update on social dialogue: The Committee discussed the German Presidency’s positive 

plan towards formalising the social dialogue between the EPSU-led TUNED and EUPAN. 
It had commissioned a study to the European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA) on 
the pros and cons of a formal European sectoral social dialogue, which would help draw 
up a progress report on social dialogue to the Public Administration Ministers.  The study 
found that advantages of formalisation outweighed disadvantages. However, this 
conclusion met with strong opposition from some countries. It was difficult to foresee 
EUPAN’s end position. In the run-up to the meeting between TUNED and EU Directors 
General (DGs) for public administration on 20 June in Berlin, the Committee decided to 
continue doing its utmost to formalise the social dialogue whist accepting as a 
compromise the drafting of a work programme and rules of procedure. A model letter to 
individual DGs was sent to the Committee for lobbying. In terms of content, Germany 
proposed to discuss managers’ performance assessment in the public sector. TUNED 
drafted some initial remarks for a presentation at the DG/TUNED meeting in June. 

 
• Preparations for a TUNED/DG conference on equality and diversity in public 

administrations on 17-19 October in Copenhagen in the framework of the informal social 
dialogue.  A DG/TUNED working group, consisting of equality experts, was set up by 
Denmark’s public administration authorities to prepare the programme. The conference 
would cover all equality strands in relation to working conditions, recruitment and human 
resources management. Target number of participants was 200. A final preparatory 
meeting of the working group will take place at the EPSU premises on 2-3 July. 

 
• Adoption of the prison services action plan. The Committee adopted, subject to changes, 

the action plan on improving working and living conditions in prison services, as proposed 
by the prison services meeting on 10-12 December 2006 in Prague organised jointly by 
the Standing Committees on National & European Administration (NEA) and Health & 
Social Services (HSS).  On the basis of common trends and challenges, priority areas 
were identified including the preparations of a European Action Day on overcrowded 
prisons. The action plan is available at http://www.epsu.org/a/3180  

 
• Discussion on the Commission’s Green Paper on labour law: the Committee was overall 

very critical of the content of the paper and supported  EPSU’s related position. 
 
28th meeting of the Standing Committee on National and European Administration 
(NEA), 17 October, Copenhagen 
Main items on the agenda: 
• New NEA Chair:  following the resignation of Peter Waldorff (HK/Stat President), who 

was elected General Secretary of Public Services International (PSI), from his position as 
President of NEA, the Committee designated Charles Cochrane (PCS, UK), Committee 
Vice President, as interim President. Elections would be held at the spring 2008 
Committee meeting. The Committee thanked Peter for his good work over the past 8 
years as NEA president and, for the past 2 years, as TUNED spokesperson. The NEA 
vice-presidents remained Dany Vassart (CGSP Admin, Belgium) and Sigrid Ihrig (ver.di, 
Germany). 
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• Social dialogue – The Committee welcomed the decision taken at the 20 June at the 
DG/TUNED meeting, subsequently endorsed by the EU Ministers for Public 
Administration on 22 June, to set up a pilot phase on formal social dialogue. The action 
plan consisted in drafting a joint work programme and rules of procedure (please see 
below for a more detailed report). Drafts of the latter were discussed and amended by the 
committee (CESI gave its approval with no comments). Both documents would be put for 
adoption to the TUNED and DGs meeting on 11 December in Lisbon 

 
• Report of the prison network meeting of 14 September and preparations of the European 

action day on 28 February 2008:  The Committee noted the report and reiterated full 
support for the Action day against prison overcrowding in Europe organized jointly by 
NEA and HSS. The date of 28 February was chosen to coincide with the EU Home and 
Justice Affairs Ministers Council. EPSU affiliates from 10 countries had agreed to take 
part in the Day which was the initial target. It would consist of a rally and happening in 
Brussels and coordinated national events. A press form was sent to the prison network 
and NEA and HSS committees to keep the secretariat informed of actions carried out at 
national level. A preparatory meeting of the Day is scheduled for 23 November with 
Belgian affiliates. 

 
• Report of defence workshop ( in cooperation with Euromil) of 17 April: the report was 

noted. In terms of follow-up the priority areas would be trade union rights and critical 
assessment of the outsourcing and privatisation trends in the defence sector. A meeting 
with the new general secretary of Euromil and EPSU was still pending (please see report 
below). Future cooperation between EPSU and Euromil should take due account of the 
national relationship between affiliates and military associations. 

 
• EPSU/PSIRU survey on public/private partnerships: A reminder of the survey was noted 

and interest was expressed to come back to this issue in 2008.  
 
• Work programme 2008: The Committee approved the proposal to organise a joint 

LRG/NEA meeting before EPSU Congress on either public finances or migration.  It was 
noted that the test phase on formal social dialogue, if approved at the end of the year, 
would  increase the Committee’s workload. 

 
Follow-up working group meeting on prison services, 14 September, Brussels 
The main objective was to prepare the European Action Day on 28 February 2008 to protest at 
prison overcrowding and its effects on working and living conditions. A statement of 
commitment was adopted at the end of the meeting. 

http://www.epsu.org/r/226  
http://www.epsu.org/a/3074  
 
EPSU defence sector workshop 17 April, Luxembourg 
This was the first workshop on the defence sector looking at recent developments in EU 
defence policy, privatisation trends, notably in the UK and Netherlands, and trade union rights 
in the armed forces. 21 delegates, 6 of whom were women, attended from 10 EU countries.  
The workshop was organised in close cooperation with Euromil, the European Association of 
military staff and their families. There were presentations from: 
 
• European defence Agency, Stavros Kyrinis, who explained the role of the 100-strong staff 

agency, created in 2004 mainly to develop a market of defence equipment and cut 
duplication of military spending; 

• Euromil President, Emmanuel Jacob (General Secretary of the Belgian military 
association ACMP-CGPM,) on developments with EU defence policy, role of Euromil and 
demands for EU standards for soldiers and right of association 
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• Charles Cochrane, PCS, UK in the stead of Prospect Deputy General Secretary, on 
privatisation of public defence sector in the UK 

• Hans Busker, Marver/FNV (military police union) also on privatisation trends in the 
Netherlands 

• Poul Sørensen and Flemming Nielsen, HKKF (soldiers’ trade union affiliated to both EPSU 
and Euromil) on soldiers’ trade union rights in Denmark 

• EPSU secretariat on initial findings of the ETUI-REHS study on trade union rights in the 
public sector 

 
A number of follow-up areas were identified relating to : 
 
• Ongoing development of an EU internal market of defence including possible revision of 

the EC Treaty’s  defence exemption from competition rules; 
• Development of EU minimum standards on some social  aspects of military work such as  

complaint procedures and training requirements; 
• Business permeability of the European Defence Agency and lack of social dimension of 

restructuring; 
• Outsourcing/privatisation in the defence sector (from equipment maintenance to soldiers’ 

training or soldiers themselves; outsourcing of some parts of civilian defence staff); 
• Trade union rights in the army: a ban in the army is the rule rather than the exception. The 

Danish and Dutch examples stand out as good practice examples. The “normalization” of 
soldiers’ status should be part of EPSU strategy to establish these rights. 

• Cooperation between EPSU and Euromil, e.g. on EU standards for soldiers, taking due 
account of the links at national level between unions and military associations  

A report enclosing speakers’ presentations is available at http://www.epsu.org/a/2791  
 
Composition of the Committee and gender balance 
 
27,5% female representatives 
 
 
Social Dialogue: agreement on 2-year Test Phase on formal social dialogue 
http://www.epsu.org/a/3406  
 
Some positive developments were achieved towards the setting up of a Test Phase on formal 
social dialogue in 2008 and 2009. In parallel the content and process of the informal social 
dialogue were improved with the organisation of a joint conference as a follow-up to the 
EUPAN/TUNED statement on equality and diversity of December 2005. These developments 
were endorsed at the following meetings between the EPSU-led TUNED and representatives of 
 EU DGs for public administration: 
 
TUNED/DG Plenary social dialogue meetings, 20 June, Berlin  
From the outset of its presidency, Germany’s representatives (DG Werner Mueller and head of 
division Joachim Vollmuth, ministry of the interior) expressed support for formalising the social 
dialogue. It was the first time a large country expressed public support. Part of the explanation 
is that it would help reinvigorating EUPAN, which was felt as starting to lose clear focus, and 
bring opportunities to be better informed and consulted by the Commission on matters affecting 
public administrations. Also, Germany was mandated to provide a progress report on social 
dialogue to the EU-27 Ministers for public administration on 22 June in Berlin (DGs’ resolution, 
Luxembourg, 2005). In other words, the progress report had to go beyond reiterating support 
for an informal social dialogue.  
 
To help back up its position, Germany commissioned a study from the European Institute for 
Public Administration (EIPA) on the pros and cons of formalisation. The study was based on 
interviews of EUPAN, EPSU and CESI’s secretariats and previous studies. The report, first 
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drafts of which were discussed in the EUPAN’s Human Resources Working Group meetings 
(HRWG) involving TUNED representatives, concluded that advantages outweighed 
disadvantages.  On that basis, Germany drafted a progress report outlining different options for 
setting up a formal social dialogue, regarding the level at which it should be set up, DG or 
HRWG level. In the face of strong opposition by some member states, the final version of the 
report was diluted, keeping the improvement of an informal social dialogue as an option. 
Amongst these options, a final one was adopted. It was a compromise proposal put forward by 
Danish and French employers in the form of a test phase of a formal social dialogue. All the 
ingredients, except financial support, of a formal social dialogue would be included such as 
rules of procedure and work programme, but for a limited period which would be subject to an 
evaluation. 
 
The DG/TUNED plenary meeting of 20 June in Berlin endorsed the proposal, which was 
subsequently adopted by the EU Public Administration Ministers on 22 June under the 
chairmanship of Interior Minister Schäuble and with the participation of the Commission’s Vice-
President Siim Kallas. As the DGs resolution on social dialogue states, the test phase aims to 
“test work forms and methods of a formal social dialogue”.  While it is a compromise between 
the DGs in favour of formalization and those against, TUNED welcomed its potential to bring us 
closer to formalization through a work programme and common decision-making rules. The 
duration of the action plan will be of 2 years and include a mid-term evaluation at the end of the 
French EU Presidency (December 2008) and a final one in December 2009 under the Swedish 
Presidency. 
Further information including EPSU press release available at http://www.epsu.org/a/3076 
26 TUNED delegates attended the meeting from 13 countries, 6 of whom were women (and 2 
of whom from the EPSU secretariat). 
 
TUNED/DG Plenary Social Dialogue meeting, 11 December, Lisbon 
Following the Ministerial meeting, the Portuguese presidency (DG Mrs Nunes) set up a 
taskforce, consisting of 13 EUPAN representatives and Commission’s DG employment, social 
affairs and equal opportunities. Its mandate was to discuss EUPAN’s future organization as 
employers, including the option of affiliating to CEEP, and draft, in consultation with TUNED, 
the Test  Phase documents as follows: 
• Work programme;  
• Rules of procedure (a first draft was submitted by TUNED in July) 
• Evaluation indicators 

The 3rd meeting of the taskforce met with TUNED on 9 October at the EPSU offices to finalise 
the drafts. The most difficult discussion centred on the rules of procedure, especially whether or 
not to maintain the biannual meetings between TUNED and DGs. This  was important to 
TUNED to ensure participation and legitimacy at a high strategic level and mirror the national 
industrial relations systems 

The final text of the rules of procedure, while not as far-reaching as was wished for, provided a 
guarantee to proceed with the Test Phase on a bipartite basis. The exact scope of our sector 
taking account of the local and regional government social dialogue committee would need 
clarification during the test phase.  The biannual meetings with the DGs, or relevant officials 
charged with national social dialogue, were maintained and the possibility to use experts was 
added to the text.  

The outline of the work programme was a balanced text reflecting NEA priorities which at long 
last would allow for planning of social dialogue activities. It proposed three main policy areas as 
follows:  
 
• Lisbon strategy on growth and jobs; 
• Demographic challenges, with an emphasis on training, work/life balance, flexible work 

arrangements coupled with employment security;  
• Violence, harassment  and stress at work  
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On the evaluation criteria it was clarified that the test phase would be evaluated and not the 
social dialogue itself.  TUNED’s demand to be represented on the evaluation monitoring group 
to be set up under the French Public Administration’s authority was refused. Instead TUNED 
will be consulted by the external evaluator. The Test Phase will start in January under the 
Slovene EU Presidency. 
 
On that basis, TUNED accepted the documents which were endorsed at the DG/TUNED 
meeting on 11 December, Lisbon. 
 
20 TUNED delegates from 12 countries attended the meeting, including 4 women of which 2 
were  from the EPSU secretariat. 
 
Diversity through Equality in Public Administrations in Europe” Conference, 17-19 
October, Copenhagen 
http://www.epsu.org/a/3221  
 
This was the first conference organised by TUNED and EUPAN as a follow-up to the 
Gateshead DG/TUNED statement on equality and diversity in public administrations 
(December 2005 - http://www.epsu.org/a/1692). It was mainly financed by the gender equality 
unit of the Danish government. 
 
It was prepared by a joint working group which met four times between June 2006 and July 
2007. 
 
185 participants from 24 countries attended, including 40 TUNED delegates from 15 countries 
(EU & Croatia). 
 
The conference discussed equality and diversity issues in relation to recruitment and working 
conditions, including wages, in the state sector and society at large. It covered gender, age, 
disability, ethnic origin and migrant status, and sexual orientation. The role of social dialogue 
was mainstreamed throughout the conference. TUNED had the opportunity in plenary or in 
workshops to present good examples of collective agreements and/or policy drafted in close 
cooperation with trade union unions on work/life balance, equality plans, gender public 
budgeting, diversity. 
 
There were presentations from the Irish Aisling Foundation, Canadian senate, European 
Commission and Harvard University. It was opened and concluded by the Danish DG for public 
administration, Mrs Lollicke, and TUNED spokesperson, Peter Waldorff. TUNED speakers, 
both in plenary and workshops, included Hanne Johannessen (HK/Stat and OAO, Denmark), 
Blair Horan (CPSU, Ireland), Jacek Ciacma and Maite Garabieta (CCOO, Spain),  Pat 
Campbell and Larry Callaghan (PCS, UK), Païvikki Kumpulainen (Pardia, Finland), and Kirsten 
Lühmann, (DPolG, German Police union affiliated to CESI). 
As  follow-up, TUNED would press to keep equality and diversity on the social dialogue work 
programme 2008-2009.  
 
A booklet in English and French on good practices is available together with  the conference 
and workshop reports (in English only) at  http://www.diversitythroughequality.dk/ 
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3. Local and Regional Government  
http://www.epsu.org/r/3 
 
28th Standing Committee on Local and Regional Government, 1st March, 
Luxembourg 
Main items on the agenda:  
• An update from Richard Pond on recent collective bargaining developments in the sector. 

A presentation from Lionel Fulton LRD on first responses to our membership and social 
dialogue survey. The response rate has been low so far, but nonetheless the findings are 
already of interest, for example regarding the categories of workers covered by trade 
unions and membership trends or the differences in collective bargaining / social dialogue 
traditions. A second presentation of the results will be given at the next Standing 
Committee on 31 October. The final “products” will comprise of short national profiles (2/3 
pages per country) and a summary report of the issues raised.  

• Developments regarding the social dialogue with CEMR: these include follow-up to joint 
statement on social dialogue in the sector; discussions on the Green Paper on Labour 
Law; preparations for the equality workshop; state of play with joint project on different 
forms of service provision; and first discussion on next work programme (see below for 
more details).  

 
The LRG Standing Committee was followed on 2 March by a workshop on Public Private 
Partnerships (PPPs).   
 
29th Standing Committee on Local and Regional Government, 31 October, Brussels 
The main items on the agenda of the Standing Committee were: 
• The results of our survey on trade union membership and social dialogue. The survey 

also contains background information on the structure and functioning of the sector. 
The survey will be finalised in the next months. 

• The results to date of our project with PSIRU on PPPs, which although “centred’ in 
LRG covers all EPSU sectors. EPSU has a “twin-track” approach on PPPs i.e., to 
support trade unions in their ability to question and challenge PPPs (by providing 
accurate and accessible critiques of PPPs and support for alternatives); while at the 
same time strengthening union influence on the development and functioning of PPPs. 
Our survey to date has revealed very little in terms of trade union policy regarding how 
to effectively deal with PPPs (and public procurement which provides the legal 
framework for most PPPs), with only really a handful of EPSU affiliates active on this 
subject. The Committee assessed the results of the survey in working groups and 
discussed how the research project should best proceed in the next months. The final 
survey will be composed of three elements: 
o a paper defining and making the case for “in-house” public services 
o A booklet reflecting experiences of PPPs, concessions, PFI etc. The booklet will 

outline the arguments why PPPs are problematic and give advice on alternatives. 
o Guidelines to support unions in responding to, and managing PPPs.  

• Developments in the social dialogue Committee (reported below).  We also discussed 
the European initiative on needlestick injuries, or medical sharps. This is a particular 
problem for workers in the medical professions, but also affects those who deal with 
waste for example.  EPSU has argued that a European measures should improve the 
situation for all workers dealing with such sharps.  A technical seminar is planned to 
discuss this further, and EPSU’s HSS sector is fully involved in this. The Standing 
Committee noted the initiative but did not propose detailed involvement on this issue. 
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• Collective bargaining developments, based on an update by epsucob@ 

• Adoption of the Firefighters’ Charter 
• First information about the upcoming EPSU Congress 
 
Composition of the Committee and gender balance: 
 
25,86% female representatives 
 
 
Other LRG activities: 
 

Public Private Partnerships workshop, 2 March, Luxembourg 
http://ww.epsu.org/a/2991  
 
At the PPP workshop, we took stock of developments since the EPSU 2005 PPP conference 
and agreed a programme of work (with PSIRU) to counter and mitigate the effects of PPPs.  
There were presentations from: 
• Margie Jaffe, UNISON and Per Broger Jensen, DKK, on union strategies on PPPs 
• Joel Lindefors, Clean Clothes Campaign, Sweden, on social and ethical procurement 
• Nicholas Jennett, European Investment Bank, on the Bank’s approach to, and 

experience with, PPPs. 
The workshop confirmed the “twin track” EPSU approach i.e., to continue to support trade 
unions in their ability to question and challenge PPPs (by providing accurate and accessible 
critiques of PPPs and support for alternatives); while at the same time strengthening union 
influence on the development and functioning of PPPs. This second aim means improving 
expertise in trade unions on public procurement issues, including how to design public 
contracts.  
Following the workshop, EPSU/PSIRU will send out a survey to affiliates (all sectors) to 
collect information in a more systematic way.  The results of the survey, together with 
information that PSIRU collects from other sources, will be discussed in the EPSU Standing 
Committees in the autumn, with a view to completing the project at the end of 2007/early 
2008. We will consider a further event at the end of the project.  The minutes and 
presentations are on the EPSU website http://www.epsu.org/a/2850   . 
 
2nd meeting of the EPSU fire-fighters’ network 14 May, Luxembourg  
http://ww.epsu.org/a/2997  
 
32 participants from 19 countries took part in the meeting. Discussion included: 
 
• Discussion on the draft EPSU firefighters’ Charter: The idea of a Charter had been 

agreed at the last meeting and Glyn Evans FBU UK had drafted the current version, 
based on previous discussions and comments sent in by members.   Members had quite 
a few specific comments on the different sections of the Charter text.    However, the idea 
of a Charter was thought to be a good one, not least to reinforce the identity of EPSU and 
our member organisations. After the discussion it was agreed that Penny Clarke (EPSU) 
and Dean Mills would revise the text to take into account the comments made and that a 
new version will be circulated by email for comment.  It was emphasised that the Charter 
should be seen as a “living document” and that we can update it on a regular basis.   

• The restructuring of the fire service 
• Skills development and training 
• Working time and work organisation, including retirement age (also in follow-up of the 

EPSU’s 2006 working time survey give an overview of retirement see 
http://www.epsu.org/a/2633)   
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• Cross-border initiatives 
• Technical standards for equipment 
• Operational standards (e.g., standards for response time, number of fire brigades in a 

given area, staffing levels for brigades). 
• Fire prevention issues 
• Organising firefighters, both professional and volunteers 
• EU activities relating to civil protection (see 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/civil/prote/cp14_en.htm http://ec.europa.eu/environment/
civil/prote/crossborder.htm  

• EU Fire Safety Network (invited to the meeting but unable to attend), which was set up 
with the support of the European Commission’s Civil Protection Unit. The membership of 
the Network currently includes representatives from national authorities in 21 Member 
States that are competent in fire prevention matters.  See 
http://www.srv.se/templates/SRV_Page_16342.aspx   

• developing the EPSU firefighters’ network 
 
 
European Sectoral Social Dialogue Committee in Local and Regional 
Government 
Please note, all social dialogue documents referred to can be found on: 
http://www.epsu.org/r/73 
 
Activities in 2007 included: 
 
Guidelines on gender equality action plans 
The guidelines were adopted by the plenary meeting in December 2007, following discussion in 
a working group that met in April and November.   At the first meeting in April general 
introductions were given by Petra Schott from the European Commission and Isabella Biletta 
from the European Foundation for the improvement of living and working conditions. Sandra 
Ceciarini from CEMR presented the CEMR’s equality Charter and Nadja Salson EPSU’s work 
on equal pay.  These presentations were supplemented by national contributions from 
countries with experience of equality plans (notably Sweden, France, Spain), as well as the 
input from all participants.  
 
The guidelines aim to support national and local initiatives on equality and encourage a joint, 
long-term and sustained approach by EPSU and CEMR members, as well as to provide a 
European framework to develop best practice and to check progress. The guidelines stress the 
need for appropriate data, clear objectives, and for monitoring and evaluation. CEMR-
EP/EPSU outline in the guidelines five practical steps to take in drawing up action plans. They 
also give examples of the issues that should be addressed, such as recruitment and terms and 
conditions of employment, reconciliation of work and family responsibilities, changes in work 
organization or restructuring, and public procurement. The guidelines also contain a glossary of 
common equality terms, information on EU and national frameworks on equality, and model 
checklists. The guidelines are available in English, French, German, Spanish and Swedish 
 
EPSU/CEMR joint project on different forms of service provision 
The project is supported by the European Commission and includes a study to identify and 
analyse the impact of different forms of public service provision on the organisation of work and 
the management of employees in local and regional government. This study will be carried out 
in two stages, with an initial investigation of the key trends and issues and the production of 
around ten detailed case studies, in cooperation with our affiliates.  The project was approved 
by the Commission in June 2007 and the project steering group met on July 10 with the 
researcher to prepare the first stage of the project.  A first meeting with affiliates took place on 
18 September 2007. Currently case studies in 10 countries are being compiled, illustrating 
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different forms of restructuring and the role of social dialogue . The project will be finalised by 
the summer of 2008. 
 
Violence at work 
The cross-sectoral social partners agreement on violence was adopted in March 2007 (see 
http://www.etuc.org/a/3574.) Following the signature of this agreement, the European 
Commission invited a number of European employers’ and trade unions’ federations, including 
EPSU and CEMR, to discuss a supplementary agreement which would deal more specifically 
with violence of third parties.   Exploratory meetings with the Commission and interested 
sectors have taken place in July and September 2007.   
 
New work programme for 2008-2010 
This was agreed at the social dialogue plenary meeting in December 2007.  The work 
programme has four broad priority areas: 
• Strengthening social dialogue 
• Restructuring 
• Violence at work 
• Gender equality   
 
First discussion on social inclusion 
At the plenary meeting in December 2007, Michele Calandrino, European Commission, DG 
EMPL, presented the Commission’ Communication on active inclusion. The starting point for 
the Commission in the inclusion debate is the 1992 Recommendation on minimum income 
schism.  The concept of “disadvantaged groups” is broadly taken to mean those people 
dependent on social security schemes.  However, public services (SSGI) provide valuable 
“cash-in-kind” support for people suffering form social inclusion, and that the Commission 
wants to give more visibility to this contribution.  The social economy is also seen by the 
Commission as a potential source of employment for disadvantaged groups.  The Commission 
proposes to develop a quality framework for SSGI, to include the development of common 
principles, monitoring and evaluation (as also outlined also in the recent Communication on 
SSGI).  He added that such a framework would (also) prevent negative consequences of 
liberalization, and that it would include, for example, ways if integrating quality criteria in public 
procurement.  Following working group sessions on the consultation paper from the 
Commission, the Committee agreed that we should try and draft a joint contribution to the 
consultation paper from the Commission. 
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4. Public Utilities 
General information on EPSU’s work in utilities is available at: http://www.epsu.org/r/16 
 
26th meeting of the Standing Committee on Public Utilities, 20 April, Luxembourg 
Main items on the agenda: 
Energy, water and waste trade unions reported that the European companies are seeking 
concessions from the trade unions on longer working hours, reduction in the number of days 
leave etc. This happens in the energy sector despite record profits and in a context where 
billions are spent on take-over battles. 
 
The Standing Committee adopted policies on:  
• The amendments to be proposed to the European Parliament (Vidal-Quadras) report on 

the internal market electricity and gas.  
• The European Commission report on the Water Framework Directive 

(http://www.epsu.org/a/2956).  
• The European Parliament’s amendments on the Waste Framework Directive 

(http://www.epsu.org/a/2957).  
 
The Standing Committee approved the work of the EPSU delegation in the social dialogue 
with Eurelectric in which health and safety, equality (toolkit), corporate social responsibility, 
employment and European energy policy are discussed. It noted the results of the EcoTec 
study on the effects of the opening of the markets for electricity and gas on employment 
which has lead to considerable job losses (EPSU estimates 330.000 since 1990) and an 
increase in outsourcing of activities often at worse pay and conditions. This ECOTEC study 
can be found at http://www.epsu.org/a/2939.  
 
It also approved the work of the EPSU delegation in the social dialogue with Eurogas. The 
first meeting was held 15 on March. This dialogue will consider health and safety, the results 
of the employment study and competencies, and the internal market for electricity and gas.  
 
The Standing Committee further considered:  
• The industrial actions which have taken place in a range of countries such as Romania, 

Hungary, Albania, Serbia  
• The developments in South East Europe and the Memorandum of Understanding. 
• Energy and Transport Forum  
• Recent developments regarding EWCs.  
 
27th meeting of the Standing Committee on Public Utilities, 30 October, Brussels 
Main issues on the agenda: 
 
Europe’s energy unions are critical of the Commission proposals for ownership unbundling or 
the independent system operator which are part of the 3rd liberalisation package. The draft 
directive fails to address the social consequences.  
Other points of concern for EPSU: 
• The proposed Agency for Cooperation of the Energy Regulators should deal with 

quality of the services ensuring that a qualified and sufficient work force is available. 
The Energy Regulators should also be under democratic control, with a structural 
involvement of the trade unions, anti-poverty consumers and others;  

• The certification, of Transmission System Operators for example, should include a 
provision on having skilled and sufficient staff;  

• Protection of users of services is to be improved. The EPSU unions approved the 
EPSU position on the Energy Consumer Charter http://www.epsu.org/a/3210  

The Committee approved: 
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• The work of the EPSU delegation in the Electricity Social Dialogue Committee. Issues 
included: Corporate Social Responsibility, employment effects of market opening, 
violence at work, follow-up to the stress agreement, equality, health and safety, South 
East Europe and the work on the 3rd liberalisation package;  

• Progress in the Gas Social Dialogue Committee where the issues are the joint 
conclusions of the employment study, the work programme and the demographic 
change and competencies work group, a trade union proposal for endorsement of the 
inter-professional violence at work agreement;  

• The establishment of a working group on water issues to consider the discussion in the 
European Commission and the increasing tendency for commercialisation of water 
services. EPSU’s participation in actions around World Water Day focused on 
promoting public public partnerships.  

• Continuation of the waste work with a focus on the European Waste Strategy. 
 
The Committee received a presentation on the ETUC study on Climate Change and 
Employment and considered the implications of reaching reduction of CO2 emission targets 
in 2030.  
 
Composition of the Committee and gender balance: 
 
12,5% female representatives 
 
 
Social dialogue 
 
A detailed overview of work in the social dialogue in the gas and electricity sectors is available 
at http://www.epsu.org/r/63/ 
 
Gas Social Dialogue  
First meeting of the European Gas Social Dialogue Committee, 15 March Brussels 
Forty employers and trade unions representatives in the European Natural Gas Sector from 18 
countries met for the first time on 15 March in Brussels. 
 
The Committee agreed that Mrs Martine Ifflaender-Weber, HR director of GdF and Chair of 
the Eurogas social affairs group would preside the first year of the Social Dialogue 
Committee. Peter Gentges of RWE Gas is the Vice-President for Eurogas. EPSU Deputy 
General Secretary Jan Willem Goudriaan is one of the Vice-Presidents on the trade union 
side. 
 
After many years of hard work and following the European Commission's recognition, the first 
meeting was opened by Jackie Morin of the European Commission (DG Employment). The gas 
sector is the 34th sector with a Social Dialogue Committee. The main issue for discussion was 
the package of energy measures as proposed by the European Commission (10 January) and 
the Conclusions and action plan adopted by the Council (9-10 March). Eurogas and the trade 
unions sharply criticised the Commission proposals on unbundling as well as the impact 
assessment. The Chair of the Social Dialogue Committee concluded that employment and 
social questions should have a more prominent place in the European energy package. The 
social partners sent a joint letter to the Commission with the critique on the impact assessment 
of the third package. They also argued the need for a working group to deal with demographic 
change and the follow up of the work programme. http://www.epsu.org/a/3130. 
 
Second meeting of the European Gas Social Dialogue Committee, 15 November, Brussels 
The Commission proposals (19 September) on opening up the market for gas were the main 
topic of discussion.  
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Two joint statements were adopted. Firstly, a position on the ECOTEC study on the 
Employment Effects of Opening up the Electricity and Gas Market, the study demonstrates 
the negative impact but is rather weak regarding the gas sector and the social partners 
demand more research (http://www.epsu.org/a/2939). 
 
Secondly is a statement endorsing the inter-sectoral agreement on violence at work which 
was concluded between the ETUC and BusinessEurope in April 2007 for implementation in 
the gas sector. 
 
Further issues discussed:  
• The employers indicated that they had no sufficient time to consider a proposal of the 

trade union side for a joint statement on the follow up to the signing of the Memorandum 
of Understanding on the Social Aspects of the European Energy Community (South East 
Europe).  

• Agreement was reached on a joint project on demographic change and competencies to 
be funded by the Commission  

• The work plan for 2008 was adopted; 
• EPSU announced that Didier Bauer CGT-FNME would be the EPSU vice-president of the 

Social Dialogue Committee.  
 
 
Electricity Social Dialogue  
Social Dialogue Committee Electricity Working Group meeting 16 February, Brussels 
The Working Group discussed the results of the finalised employment study. EPSU warned 
against attempts of the Commission to ignore critical comments on the internal market for 
electricity and gas. 
 
Social Dialogue Committee Plenary meeting, 18 June, Brussels 
Employers and trade unions in the European electricity sector agree that a stable framework 
is needed to attract the investment for new capacity and to keep the networks secure. Both 
sides agree to the importance of impact assessments including the social dimension. The 
Commission presented the current state of play which still included reflection on the 
similarities of the electricity and gas sectors; and the need to include new measures on 
unbundling of the distribution networks.  
 
Social Dialogue Committee Electricity Working Group meeting, 3 October, Brussels 
Issues addressed: 
• South East European Energy Community and the Memorandum of Understanding on 

the Social Aspects 
• Joint Statement on the ECOTEC Employment study: employment effects of the 

opening of electricity and gas markets http://www.epsu.org/a/3239  
• Follow up to the stress agreement and proposal to endorse Violence at Work 

agreement. The trade union side underlined the importance of violence at work caused 
by third parties, for example for meter readers, call centre workers, workers entering 
premises (households as well as small and medium sized businesses), vandalism. 

• Corporate Social Responsibility. The final report of EcoTec on CSR was presented. It 
includes a number of case studies as  well as general conclusions on how CSR should 
be dealt with in the European electricity industry.  

• New projects on Demographic change and on Restructuring. Two new projects have 
been introduced with the European Commission and including a request for funding. 

• Follow up to the health and safety statement.  The trade union side raised the 
implementation of the health and safety agreement and especially the establishment of 
the working group. 

 
Social Dialogue Committee Plenary meeting, 7 December, Brussels 
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Four joint statements were adopted:  
• The social aspects of the European energy community (South East Europe) and the 

implementation of the memorandum of understanding. The joint statement supports the 
Memorandum of Understanding (http://www.epsu.org/r/239). The joint statement 
addresses the Social Forum to be established and the social partners expectations 
http://www.epsu.org/a/3395  

• Violence at work. The intersectoral framework agreement on violence at work (agreed 
between ETUC and BusinessEurope/ CEEP) was endorsed and it was agreed to 
engage in discussions around third party violence. http://www.epsu.org/a/3396 

• Evaluation of stress. The social partners agreed to survey the implementation of the 
inter-sectoral stress agreement in the electricity sector. http://www.epsu.org/a/3397 

• Joint Statement on the EcoTec Employment study for the European Commission. 
(Statement http://www.epsu.org/a/3239 -   Study http://www.epsu.org/a/2939) 

 
The work programme for 2008 was adopted. Eurelectric’s chair of the Working Group and 
Vice-Chair of the Social Dialogue Committee Knut Herstad retired and was thanked for his 
contribution to the work of the Committee. He will be succeeded by Emuella Preiti. She will 
also chair the Social Dialogue Committee in 2008.  
 
Energy Workshop, 19 January, Brussels 
EPSU Energy unions met to discuss the European Commission energy package published 
on 10 January 2007 which addresses many issues including climate change. Steve Thomas, 
Professor for energy policy, University of Greenwich assisted EPSU in assessing the 
Commission proposals 
http://www.epsu.org/a/2629. 
 
 
Other Activities 
 
Energy Conference, 1-2 March http://www.epsu.org/a/2602 
This conference was to consider the Commission’s European Energy Package (January 2007) 
and to discuss the implications. The energy package was introduced by the Commission 
Deputy Director General Energy Fabricio Barbaso, who underlined the need to address climate 
change and dependency and argued that the energy package also had a job creating potential. 
The Commission remains convinced that the internal market electricity and gas should be 
pursued.  
 
The Luxembourg European Parliament Member Claude Turmes (European Greens) stressed 
that choices for a sustainable energy future have to be made now as many power plants are 
replaced. Investment decisions determine the energy use for the next 30 years. Energy 
efficiency is a key part of any strategy to reduce energy consumption and that should also be 
part of the EU dialogue with China. While he saw ownership unbundling of transmission 
networks and especially when in public ownership still as important to have fair competition, he 
was more critical of proposals of the Commission regarding ownership unbundling of 
distribution networks.  
This was echoed forcefully by Gert de Block of CEDEC and representing the local power 
companies. He detailed how the Commission shifted its position from addressing market 
concentration to making ownership unbundling of transmission and distribution networks a 
priority. Ownership unbundling of Distribution System Operators would lead to further 
concentration and privatisation. Prof. Steve Thomas of the University of Greenwich 
challenged the argumentation of the Commission for ownership unbundling especially since 
competition on wholesale markets is limited. He called proposals to have ownership 
unbundling of small distribution companies, economic vandalism. 
Representatives of the industry and EPSU social partners Eurogas and Eurelectric also 
voiced skepticism on the proposals. The Eurelectric representative introduced the “Role of 
Electricity” project that demonstrates how emission reduction targets and renewable targets 
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can be met at a lower cost than current policies. Representatives of RWE, Alwin Fitting and 
EDF, Bernard Caron introduced the positions of their companies, both being opposed to 
ownership unbundling.  
German European Parliament Member Herbert Reul (European People’s Party - EPP) 
expressed his concern over the Commission’s proposals’ on ownership unbundling. He also 
voiced concern that the Commission would intervene in the national energy mix. Joel 
Decaillon, ETUC stressed the importance of addressing climate change and taking the social 
aspects of the (transition) measures into account. The general interest and ensuring a right 
of access to energy for all, are important issues for ETUC. 
Several panels during the Conference provided further insight in the work of the EWCs with 
cases of Vattenfall, EDF, CEZ and ENEL being presented on the first day and the situation 
from the perspective of unions in the New Member States on the second day (ENEL, 
Romania; EDF, Poland; EVN, Macedonia and Eon, Bulgaria).  
The contributions of the different speakers are available at http://www.epsu.org/a/2807.  
 
Ver.di  Energy, Water and Waste Conference, 10-11 May, Berlin 
J.W. Goudriaan addressed the Conference welcoming the proposals to fully participate in the 
campaign to obtain a million signatures for the petition. The representatives voted against 
European Commission proposals to impose ownership unbundling in the energy sector and 
against proposals to create independent system operators.  
 
PSI Seminar, Workers’ and citizens’ interests in EU-Russia Energy Dialogue, 14-15 June, 
Moscow 
David Boys (utilities officer) presented the energy work of PSI. J. W. Goudriaan presented 
the consequences of the EU internal market, the EU-Russia energy dialogue and the 
relevance of European Works Councils for Russian unions. 
Leaders of the Russian energy trade unions (production, transmission, distribution; state and 
municipal utilities) argued strongly that opening of the electricity and gas markets will hurt 
workers and citizens. The unions reflected on the “Roadmaps to develop competitive and 
compatible markets in electricity” as developed by the CIS Electric Power Council and 
Eurelectric, where the social implications do not receive much attention. 
 
EPSU Working Group on the 3rd liberalisation package internal market electricity and gas, 19 
September 
The European Commission published the 3rd package to liberalise the energy market on 19 
September 2007. An EPSU work group met on the same day to consider the package. The 
important issues are: 
• Strengthening the national and European regulator - including the creation of an 

Agency of European regulators; 
• Transparency of traders to prevent manipulation of wholesale markets; 
• A stronger role of the European Network of Transmission System Operators and 
• Proposals for ownership unbundling or the possibility (as a derogation) to establish a 

ISO (independent system operator.) 
Also ETUC rejects the forced ownership unbundling.  
 
Baltic Energy Seminar, 8-9 November, Riga, Latvia 
Ownership unbundling and the energy reforms were also the subject of a seminar of the 
Baltic energy trade unions and EPSU. Trade union leaders from the three countries heard 
criticism of the Commission plans from Estonian and Latvian representatives of Government, 
Energy Companies, Trade Unions and Energy Regulators. The unions also considered 
collective bargaining developments, and noticed that the privatised energy company (VST) 
paid lower wages than the public company and also has a more difficult relationship with the 
trade unions.  
 
ETUC Conference ‘What Jobs in a Low Carbon Economy, 20-21 February, Brussels 
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While the energy reforms were high on the EPSU agenda, climate change and sustainable 
development were followed in the context of the ETUC. A study carried out for the European 
Commission by the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC), Social Development 
Agency, Syndex (France), Wuppertal Institute (Germany) and Istas (Spain) reveals that 
climate change and climate change mitigation policies represent a serious and 
unprecedented challenge for employment in Europe. A representative of EPSU participated 
in the working groups of the project and a representative of AbvaKabo reported on the 
GreenforSure project in the Netherlands at the final ETUC Conference.  
The study’s full report, summary and country case studies are available for download in PDF 
format. http://www.etuc.org/a/3676 The contributions to the final conference are available at 
http://www.etuc.org/a/3397 and the Green4Sure http://www.etuc.org/IMG/ppt/ETUC-G4S.ppt  
 
Some industrial actions 
Several actions took place that were supported by EPSU and affiliated trade unions in 2007. 
For a full overview we refer to the annual collective bargaining and social dialogue report 
(http://www.epsu.org/a/3347). We mention three actions as they had a particular European 
dimension. 
 
Strikes in Hungarian Electricity sector 
Hungarian affiliate VDSZSZ organised a strike action after several rounds of negotiations and 
including with the government had failed. EPSU organised pressure on the Hungarian 
government and EPSU affiliated unions from France (CGT-FNME) and Slovenia (SDE) 
discussed the preparations of a strike and the minimum services needed with the Hungarian 
colleagues.  The strike on 6 February was a success with 65-95% of employees in the electric 
energy industry taking part. As a result of the strike the union achieved a breakthrough and an 
agreement.  
 
Verdi organises action on European proposals 
More than 20.000 workers protested Commission plans for ownership unbundling and unclear 
CO2 emission targets for the electricity sector, in Berlin 7 February 2007 The action was part of 
the EPSU campaign to reject forced ownership unbundling.  
 
Successful action of Romanian electricity unions 
13 and 14 February 2007, the Romanian energy unions including EPSU affiliates FEM III and 
Univers organised strike pickets at the ENEL and CEZ headquarters in Romania . This to 
underline their demands for wage increases in 2007.  
 
South East European (SEE) Energy Community 
http://www.epsu.org/r/239  
 
South East Europe 
A key EPSU priority remained assuring the social dimension of the South East European 
Energy Community during 20072.  
 
Meeting with Montenegro Deputy Minister of Economic Development, Podgorica, 5 April 
An EPSU delegation met the Montenegro Deputy Minister of Economic Development Mr. 
Canovic, current President of the Ministerial Council of the South East European Energy 
Community. EPSU brought the message that the South East European Energy Community 

                                                 
2) Background: The European Union and the countries of South East Europe agreed the Energy 
Community Treaty in October 2005. It extends the internal market for electricity and gas to non-EU 
countries in the Balkans. Georgia, Ukraine, Moldova and Turkey are observers. The internal market 
introduces competition for these essential services. EPSU has argued that the South East European 
Energy Community is lacking a social dimension. Based on experience in the EU, the restructuring will 
lead to jobs losses up to 30-40% of existing employment. Prices for electricity will increase having a 
grave impact on especially vulnerable users. For more information see http://www.epsu.org/r/239 
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needs a social pillar. The EPSU delegation was composed of Milorad Terzic, president of the 
Montenegro Energy Workers Trade Union and EPSU Deputy General Secretary Jan Willem 
Goudriaan. 
 
European Energy Community Seminar, Sofia, 7-8 June 
This Seminar was organised by the European Trade Union Institute (ETUI) with the financial 
support from EPSU and PSI. 
Leaders of the energy trade unions considered the energy situation in South East Europe; 
security of supply is threatened because of the lack of generation capacity which leads to 
price increases and problems for citizens and industry.  
Unions expressed frustration at the lack of progress on the social dimension of the European 
Energy Community as the Memorandum of Understanding on the Social Aspects of the 
Energy Community (MoU) would not be signed at the Ministerial Conference in Podgorica, 
Montenegro on 29 June.  
 
Presentations were made by Renaud van der Elst, Stability Pact coordinator’s office, 
focusing on the Energy Community Institutions and the investment needs in the region which 
are calculated to be around 20 billion Euros.  
Veleriy Vlatchkov Commissioner of the Energy and Water Regulatory Authority Bulgaria and 
an active participant in the Regulatory Board of the Energy Community, detailed the work of 
the regulators and what role the trade unions can play.  
Grigor Gradev, secretary to the Pan European Regional Council (PERC) explained a number 
of social directives of importance, such as those on transfer of undertakings and collective 
redundancies. 
 
Having reviewed the situation, trade unions in several South East European countries took 
action on 28 June to pressure the Energy Ministers from South Eastern Europe who would 
be meeting in Podgorica, Montegro on 29 June. Actions took place in Romania, Serbia and 
Montenegro amongst others.  
 
Energy and Social Affairs Ministers from South East Europe finally signed an agreement with 
the European Commission to include social issues into the South East Europe energy 
community on 18 October 2007 in Vienna.  
EPSU Deputy General participated in the signing ceremony.  
 
 
Social Dialogue in electricity and gas in the Western Balkans  
Western Balkans Conference,  19-20 October, Belgrade 
European and national social partners from the EU met with trade union and employers from 
the Western Balkan countries. European Social Affairs Commissioner Spidla and Serbian 
Labour Minister Rasim Ljajic opened the conference and underlined the importance of the 
social dialogue leading to agreements, especially in the process of legislation and management 
of change. 
One session of the Conference was devoted to the Memorandum of Understanding on the 
social aspects of the Energy Community during which J.W. Goudriaan participated in a panel 
with Eurelectric and Eurogas representatives.  
 
7th Energy Round Table for unions in South East Europe, Igalo, Montenegro, 25-26 October 
Following of the signing of the MoU (18 October) and the European Commission Conference 
on capacity building for social dialogue in South East Europe (19-20 October), this event 
organised by EPSU/PSI and the Montenegro Energy Trade Union with financial support from 
the Friedrich Ebery Stiftung attracted over 50 participants. 
In welcoming the signing of the MoU, the energy trade unions demanded concrete 
implementation: 
• Discussion between social partners and the government on ensuring electricity and 

gas remain affordable, also for domestic households and especially the vulnerable; 
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• A social dialogue with content; 
• Employers who play their part, including in collective bargaining and reaching 

agreements; 
• A clear time table for the implementation of the EU social acquis of relevance for the 

energy sector such as the Information and Consultation Directive, the EWC directive, 
Transfers of Undertakings Directive and others; 

• The rapid establishment of the Social Forum which should meet regularly, with a 
Steering Group to plan, prepare, follow up and monitor the implementation in the 
different countries; 

• Consider how the European Social Partners can contribute to the process of reform; 
• Urge the European Commission and the European and International Financial 

Institutions to speed up investment without demands for privatisation. 
• The employers and governments need to recognise that agreements are the 

appropriate way to deal with change 
 
Waste  
General information on the waste sector also covering health and safety reports and data from 
the European Environmental Agency is available at http://www.epsu.org/r/37 . 
 
European Waste meeting, Berlin, 15 February 
The unions expressed broad support for the ambitious goals of the Parliament to stabilize 
waste in 2012 at 2008 levels and to reduce waste by 2020. The meeting report is available at 
http://www.epsu.org/a/2630   
Other issues discussed included: 

Public procurement: Ver.di commissioned a legal study of the relation between the European 
procurement directives and German law regarding the issue of demanding respect for 
collective agreements and minimum standards in public contracts. The opinion of the legal 
experts is that introducing collective agreements in public contracts is allowed, also at 
different stages of the tender. EPSU has argued that the social aspects of procurement 
should be an important issue for ETUC campaigning. More governments should sign up to 
ILO convention 94 which argues that a labour clause in public contracts is possible. The 
legal opinion (German only) is available on request from the EPSU secretariat. 

Recent developments of Multinational Companies in the waste sector: The waste sector 
continues to concentrate and also sees more and more private equity investors. Companies 
that could be targeted to establish an EWC were discussed. 

Hazardous substances: Kia Regner of SKTF, Sweden, presented the Nordic trade union 
waste programme. This will be developed further, possibly for use in EPSU. 

• The position of the European Parliament on the waste directive is available at 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P6-TA-2007-
0029+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN   

• The adopted EPSU position on the European Waste Framework is available at 
http://www.epsu.org/a/2957 . 

• An update of the study on Waste management companies in Europe is available at 
http://www.epsu.org/a/3079 

 
 
Water  
Many affiliated unions’ and water activists’ activities are reported on the EPSU water website: 
http://www.epsu.org/r/38.  One such remarkable action involved the Italian unions including 
CGIL-FP and water activists. They have collected enough signatures to force a law with a 
moratorium on water privatization. A big public demonstration was organized in Rome, 1 
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December. The central demand is that Italy moves towards public ownership of its water 
companies.  
 
Union and NGO demonstration in front of European Commission Trade Department, 19 March, 
Brussels 
EPSU is part of a broad based coalition to keep water in public hands and to oppose 
privatisation of water services. EPSU organised this demonstration in front of the 
Commission’s Trade Department (DG Trade) as it negotiates the General Agreement on 
Trade in Services (GATS) on behalf of European governments. 
The coalition also argues that the European Commission should stop promoting public-
private partnerships through its aid and development policies. Instead, the Commission 
should focus on promoting public-public partnerships as the vast majority of the world’s water 
is provided by public companies. Speakers included the J.W. Goudriaan and Adriana 
Marquiso of the Uruguay trade union (FFOSE) that successfully organised a petition to make 
privatisation of water services constitutionally illegal. Other speakers came from Ghana, 
South Africa, Malaysia and Italy. 
Commissioner Peter Mandelson and his staff decided not to meet the representatives of 
workers and citizens. The group of 300 representatives from all over the world with roots in 
unions and social movements participated as did PSI’s David Boys. Logistical and 
organisation support for the demo was provided by EPSU’s Belgian affiliate CGSP, 
Corporate Europe Observatory provided further support. To read more on the work of the 
coalition see www.worldwaterday.eu. 
 
Progress report on implementation of the Water Framework Directive 
The European Commission and the European Environmental Agency published a progress 
report on the implementation of the Water Framework Directive and the state of Europe’s 
waters. EPSU monitors this given the indications that the Commission uses it to push for 
commercialization of water services and seeks to introduce benchmarks for water operators. 
The EPSU comments on the progress report are available at http://www.epsu.org/a/2956. 
 
Multinational companies and private equity funds in water 
EPSU commissioned research from PSIRU on the activities of the water companies in 
Europe and in particular on the role of Private Equity. The study is available at 
http://www.epsu.org/a/2988  
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IV. EPSU REGULAR ACTIVITIES 
 
1. European Works Councils 
EPSU has been assisting several unions in negotiating European Works Council (EWC) 
agreements. These activities are covered on our general pages http://www.epsu.org/r/153   
 
EPSU European Works Council Coordinators Meeting, 19 April 
J.W. Goudriaan presented the recent EWC agreement with Czech company CEZ and signed 
by EPSU. This is the first EWC of a Czech company and the first EWC composed of trade 
union representatives from the new member states (Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Poland and 
Romania). He underlined the progressive formulation on information and consultation, which 
includes that consultation should take place with a view to reaching agreement. He also 
presented the recent negotiations with Suez (energy, water, waste), where the unions and 
EWC delegation are discussing a range of agreements on:  

• Equality; the coordinators underlined that more needs to be done regarding the 
prevention discrimination on the basis of race and ethnicity  

• Maintenance of purchasing power; while it was deemed positive that the company would 
guarantee purchasing power and address low pay, the union group did not give a 
mandate to sign because there are too many unknown aspects that could, amongst 
others, hinder local negotiations 

• Profit sharing proposals 

• Forward looking management of employment and competencies. The unions stressed 
the importance of the involvement of trade unions and, where appropriate, the works 
councils at local and national level 

• Trade union rights and resources which includes representation on the company Board.  

Sven Bergelin, EPSU coordinator of RWE, presented the agreement the RWE EWC has 
reached on minimum standards in the case of restructuring. 

The group also considered which companies would qualify for EWCs and noted progress 
with regard to ENEL and Aguas Barcelona. A number of new companies were considered in 
the waste and health/ social services sector. 

The participants continued to discuss the relation between the trade unions and the EWCs. 
The background is the proposal Commission for an optional framework for transnational 
agreements, the recent discussions with RWE and Suez, the discussion about wage 
developments and a series of recent mergers and acquisitions. Romuald Jagodzinski of the 
European Trade Union Institute (ETUI) presented an overview of the implementation of the 
EWC Directive in Estonia, Czech Republic, Poland, Bulgaria and Romania. He also referred 
to the recent court cases in which European Works Councils took a company to Court due to 
a lack of information and consultation. The two best known are Gaz de France (lack of 
sufficient information and consultation over the merger with Suez) and British Airways (lack 
of information and consultation on a company business plan that restructured several 
workplaces but was introduced country by country). Both cases were won by the unions.  
 
EPSU EWC coordinators meeting, Brussels, 29 October 
The EPSU group welcomed the European Commission announcement that, as stated in its 
work programme for 2008, it will propose amendments to the EWC Directive. This revision is 
long overdue as it should have been proposed in 1999. BusinessEurope is mounting a 
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campaign to dissuade the Commission from moving forward. Experience demonstrates the 
importance of improving information and consultation rights, for example for workers and 
companies to deal more effectively with restructuring and the management of change. The 
use of experts, additional meetings and the possibility to consider alternatives are key issues 
that need to be addressed.  

Other issues considered: 

• Bart Samyn, EMF, presented his organisation’s internal rules regarding negotiations on 
transnational agreements, the role of EWCs, mandates and signing of agreements. 
The coordinators want EPSU to develop such rules. A key issue to be further 
addressed concerns the establishment of trade union coordination groups for 
translational companies;  

• J.W. Goudriaan presented the recent agreements reached with Suez on equality and 
diversity, profit-sharing and employment & competencies.  

• A draft discussion paper on the use of the EPSU legal fund to assist to trade unions 
and EWCs in Court Cases against the company for not respecting information and 
consultation rights was considered  

 
 
2. Public Service Campaigning 
EPSU Campaign for a legal framework for Quality Public Services, closing 
Conference and next steps 18-19 June, Brussels 
http://www.epsu.org/a/2897  
 
The Conference took stock of over 60 national and local events in over 20 European 
countries, which have included actions that involve direct discussions of European public 
service issues. 
 
The Conference evaluated the links made between the national and EU levels during the 
campaign very positively. 
 
In terms of the future, the Conference stressed the need to:   
 
• Keep the focus on a horizontal legal framework. This goal had not yet been achieved, but 

remained important.There are many EU current initiatives on public services and in 
dealing with these a link with the content of a legal framework should be made, for 
example, in the evaluation of the liberalisation of network industries. 

• Increase the number of petition signatures as much as possible. There were new 
opportunities for promoting the petition  – for example,  several mayors of capital cities 
have signed the petition recently (see letter sent with Circular Letter LC No. 13 (2007)).  

• Continue to work on the content of the legal framework, and to see with affiliates how the 
main objective of the directive – i.e. the application of public service principles (e.g. 
solidarity, access, equal treatment etc) can be articulated at EU, national, and local 
levels. This involved developing standards (both content and process) for public services.  

 
 
3. Coordination of Collective Bargaining 
EPSU Social Dialogue and Collective Bargaining Conference: the future of European 
industrial relations in the public services, 3-4 December 2007, Brussels 
 
Over 100 participants attended the sixth EPSU Conference on Collective Bargaining and 
Social Dialogue and in the key debate on the second day were encouraged to take a more 
strategic view of how they thought European industrial relations in the public services could 
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and should develop over the next five to 10 years. They were helped in this by contributions 
from industrial relations experts from Austria (Professor Franz Traxler) and the UK (Professor 
Paul Marginson) as well as from Bart Samyn, Deputy General Secretary of the European 
Metalworkers’ Federation. In line with recent practice, the conference also included 
presentations from Maria Helena André, Deputy General Secretary of the ETUC, on the 
intersectoral social dialogue, and from Maarten Keune, researcher at the ETUI-REHS trade 
union research institute, on the latest findings from the ETUC’s annual collective bargaining 
survey. The specific debates during the conference covered age management and 
sustainable development as well as the usual review of developments in collective 
bargaining in the public services. This year the conference also included a longer session on 
the sectoral social dialogue with presentations from the EPSU officers responsible for each 
committee. The conference again benefited from financial support from the European 
Commission’s social dialogue budget allowing us to cover the travel and accommodation 
costs of over 30 participants from the New Member States and Candidate Countries. 
 
epsucob@ network 
The epsucob@ network is an email network of officers in EPSU affiliates who are responsible 
for collective bargaining. The network was set up in 2003 in order to improve the flow of 
information between affiliates and between the secretariat and affiliates. It is used to collect 
information for surveys – this year mainly the survey on equal pay – and to send out news on 
important developments in collective bargaining. Much of the information this year has been 
distributed through epsucoba@NEWS but next year more regular mailings will go specifically to 
the epsucob@ network so that they get more details on some of the key collective bargaining 
issues. The network has around 100 contacts from 28 countries and has changed little over the 
year. In the first half of 2008 EPSU affiliates will be asked to confirm their nomination to the 
network and we will encourage those affiliates not represented to add their contact details. 
 
epsucob@NEWS   (see http://www.epsu.org/r/121 ) 
The fortnightly newsletter has been produced since 2004 and continues to provide a regular 
round-up of news on collective bargaining in the public services across Europe. Each 
newsletter contains between 10 and 15 short items covering usually eight to 10 different 
countries. Much of the news comes direct from affiliates’ websites or similar sources. There 
have been some contributions from our collective bargaining contacts reporting on their 
negotiations although the newsletter would benefit from more of this information. At its autumn 
meeting the ETUC’s Collective Bargaining Committee was told that the ETUC would be starting 
up its own collective bargaining newsletter. This was launched in February 2008 and includes 
large amounts of material from epsucob@NEWS. The newsletter mailing list had reached 280 
by the end of the year and is growing all the time. It includes many non-EPSU trade union 
contacts but we still need to ensure that it has a broader distribution within EPSU’s affiliates as 
well. 
 
epsucob@INFO - the pay and conditions database 
Some updating of the pay and conditions database has been carried out and general 
information on collective bargaining in the 27 EU Member States is now available on the 
website in three languages – English, French and German. Further countries will be covered in 
this way as time and resources allow. The database is accessible at http://www.epsucoba.org 
using the normal EPSU username and password. More work needs to be done on extending 
and updating the data on collective agreements and work should begin on this in the first half of 
2008. 
 
Annual report on collective bargaining and social dialogue 
A draft report was circulated to the epsucob@ network in January 2008 and a revised version 
will be available to the Executive Committee later in the year. The report tries to cover the main 
collective bargaining developments during the year focusing in particular on some of the key 
policy areas that have been discussed at collective bargaining conferences in recent years – 
outsourcing, low pay and minimum wages, equal pay and working time. 
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Collective bargaining working group 5 March 2007 
Twenty-five participants from 13 countries took part in the working group which is an ad hoc 
arrangement that EPSU has used in recent years to assist the secretariat in following up the 
previous collective bargaining conference and planning for the next one. Thanks again to 
European Commission funding there was an increased presence of participants from the New 
Member States – nine from five countries. 
 
EPSU Pension seminar, 1st June, Luxembourg  http://www.epsu.org/a/2907  
This was the second pensions seminar that has been open to all EPSU affiliates and debated a 
number of current issues including the revised portability directive, how to achieve gender 
equality in pensions, trends in retirement age and the impact of outsourcing on pension 
schemes and pension entitlement. ETUC officer Henri Lourdelle was again a key speaker, 
providing a briefing on the portability directive and an ETUC perspective on the other main 
issues of debate. There were 30 participants from 11 countries and it was proposed that a 
follow up seminar in 2008 might be organised in conjunction with Abvakabo and the ABP public 
sector pension scheme in the Netherlands. 
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V. EPSU PROJECTS 
 
1.  Education Partnerships 
To pave the way for a set of partnership seminars, EPSU, in cooperation with the ETUI 
Education Unit, held a seminar in November 2006, hosted by Ver.di.  As a result the following 
workshops were organised: 

 
• Restructuring, reform and privatisation taking place in the public services; involving trade 

union representatives from Ireland, Romania and the UK; preparatory workshop on 10 
July 2007 in Bucharest, main activity from 26 – 28 October 2007 in Sinaia, followed by 
study visit to Dublin 22- 24 February 2008 to share experience on social partnership and 
inter-trade union cooperation as well as sector workplace visits. 

 
• Towards a living wage – instruments of wage fixation in the national and European labour 

market, involving trade union representatives from Austria, Bulgaria and Germany, 
preparatory workshop 6 – 7 July 2007 in Berlin and main activity 2 – 4 November 2007 in 
Sofia. The trade unions involved wish to continue their education partnership and seek 
financial support from EPSU and ETUI. The Austrian partner union GdG would be willing 
to host a follow-up activity. Themes retained: methods of workers’ representation, works 
councils and trade union work place representation; privatisation – quality of services and 
quality of working conditions, wage developments; also proposal for EPSU to organise a 
workshop on migration in 2008 or 2009. 

 
 
2.  ETUI-REHS, EPSU, SALTSA Workshop and Conference "An 

alternative to the market - the social, political and economic 
role of public services in Europe", 19-20 November, Brussels 

http://www.epsu.org/a/3352 
This conference was organised by EPSU in cooperation with the research institute of the 
ETUC, the Swedish research organisation SALTSA and supported also by CIRIEC and other 
research networks. 125 participants took part in this conference, comprising of a mix of 
academics and trade unionists from 19 countries. The idea was to facilitate a discussion 
between researchers and trade unionists on the consequences of privatisation and 
liberalisation, looking at the scientific evidence to underpin the EPSU public services campaign. 
 

The joint EPSU/ETUI-REHS/SALTSA research initiative on developments relating to public 
services comprised of a series of elements: 

• A “call for papers” on four major themes relevant to public services: the drivers of 
privatisation; the impact of the EU policies on public services; the effects of privatisation 
on employment and industrial relations; and the role of public services as a 
counterbalance to marketisation.  

• Organisation of parallel workshops on 19 November 2007 to discuss a selection of the 
papers received. A Scientific Committee (made up of EPSU, ETUI-REHS and several 
established public service research networks) selected the papers to be presented and 
discussed in workshops. A number of papers is currently being chosen for publication in 
the ETUI-REHS “Transfer” and CIRIEC’s “Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics” 
in 2008.   

• Presenting, expanding and discussing the results of the workshops at a Conference on 
20 November 2007. The Conference aimed to encourage debate between academics 
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and trade unions. A number of well-known academics were invited to make presentations 
linked to the four workshop themes.  

 
The overall aim of the joint initiative was: to discuss the vital economic, environmental and 
social contribution of public services; challenge assumptions underlying current EU policies; 
and identify research questions that need to be covered in future research programmes.  
 
The conference concluded on a number of research questions: 
• How does evaluation of the performance of public services take place’; what are the 

criteria? What are the data? 
• What do European citizens expect from public services? What are the EU and other 

drivers that effect the development of public services? 
• What is the relation between quality of public services provision and quality of working 

conditions? 
• What is the role of capital (including private equity) and how does it influence the 

provision of public services? 
 

There were four broad political conclusions to be drawn from this scientific evidence: 
 
• There is a narrow window of opportunity to make the case for public ownership in the 

delivery of essential services with the concession of the World Bank that privatisation has 
failed to deliver; 

• That private equity funds are piling up capital and turn to privatised services as 
investment opportunities; 

• An analysis from 7 European universities, led by Professor Massimo Florio, concludes 
that the policy of privatisation, vertical disintegration and liberalisation in electricity, gas 
and telecoms has had next to no impact on prices and consumer satisfaction. 
Productivity is not to be confused with profitability. Profit accumulation does not 
necessarily lead to investment. Final results from this research using the same 
methodology as the Commission’s favourate consultancy Copenhagen Economics and 
the OECD are expected to be published in early March 2008. 

• The scientific evidence must be exploited for the EPSU political campaign. 
 
The minutes, background information, workshop papers and some of the plenary presentations 
made during the two days are available on http://www.etui-rehs.org/research/Events/Current-
events/Workshop-and-conference-An-alternative-to-the-market-Brussels-19-20-Novembre-
2007. 
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VI. ETUC/EUROPEAN UNION 
 
1. ETUC Congress 
The 11th ETUC Congress was held from 21 to 24 May 2007 in Seville, with some 700 trade 
union representatives and 300 guests in participation.  
 
Wanja Lundby-Wedin, President of LO Sweden, was elected President of the ETUC, 
succeeding Candido Mendez, General Secretary of the UGT, Spain. 
 
The outgoing ETUC secretariat was re-relected for an additional four-year term, with John 
Monks as General Secretary and Maria Helena André and Reiner Hoffmann as Deputy General 
Secretaries. Catelene Passchier, Joёl Décaillon, Walter Cerfeda and Josef Niemiec were re-
elected as Confederal Secretaries. 
 
Congress debated and adopted the Seville Manifesto, which commits the ETUC and its 
affiliates to go on the offensive on five main fronts: 
 
• Stronger European trade unions 
• Quality working conditions for all in the emerging European labour market 
• Europe: an area of social dialogue, collective bargaining and workers’ participation 
• A European Union with effective social, economic and environmental governance 
• A stronger European Union. 
 
The ETUC also agreed to launch a campaign for fairer pay in Europe.  
 
The Congress documents can be found at: http://www.etuc.org/r/1100  
(Home / Our Activities/ ETUC Congress/ 11th ETUC Congress, Seville 2007) 
• The Seville Manifesto 
• Make the Charter legally binding  
• On the Offensive on Pay: Towards Equality 
• ETUC Constitution as amended by the 11th Congress, in Seville, May 2007 
• Activity report 
• ETUC Charter on Gender Mainstreaming in Trade Unions 
 
EPSU General Circular Nr. 11 (2007) on this issue was sent early in August (see 
http://www.epsu.org/a/3142). The main ETUC Congress document is now available in brochure 
format and can be ordered from the ETUC. 
 
 
2. ETUC Executive / Steering Committee 
The ETUC Executive Committee met on 20-21 March, 26-27 June, 17-18 October and 5-6 
December. The ETUC Steering Committee met separately on 8 February and 5 November. 
 
The discussions were on the following main themes: 
 
• EU energy package with considerations of addressing climate change at the forefront; 
• Progress or lack thereof on the collection of signatures for the ETUC petition on public 

services; 
• The attempt of the Portuguese Presidency to link the tempory agency work and working 

time directive in order to achieve a compromise; 
• The financial market turbulences and the need to better regulate financial markets; 
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• Consequences from the ECJ rulings, expected for 2008, in the LAVAL and VIKING 
cases; 

• Pressure to make the Fundamental Rights Charter binding within the revised EU Treaty; 
a demonstration was organised on 20 June to underline the ETUC demands; 

• ETUC response on EC proposals on legal / illegal migration, the EC Communication 
towards Common Principles of Flexicurity; the 4th Report on Social and Economic 
Cohesion; 

• Workers representatives remuneration in the European Society; 
• Revision of the European Works Council Directive 
 
 
3.  EU Policies and public services  
Inter-Governmental Conference (IGC) 
The discussions on the reform of the Treaty in relation to public services have been more 
positive than anticipated, thanks to the campaigning by EPSU and others. Following the 
European Council conclusion in June a joint letter was sent to the Commission President by 
Harlem Désir, Vice-President of the PES Group in the European Parliament, Rainer Plassmann 
CEEP General Secretary, and the EPSU and ETUC General Secretaries (circulated with 
circular no 13). The letter argues that the long-awaited Communication on SGI3   should take 
full account of the mandate for the IGC on reform of the Treaty, as adopted by the recent 
European Council in June 2007, which improves significantly the current and legal and the 
political background regarding the place of public services in Europe’s construction. 
 
Regarding EU competition policy, a new proposed Protocol to be annexed to the Treaties 
refers to the Union's values and objectives, removes the reference to “free and undistorted 
market competition” and clarifies that free competition is not an objective as such, but rather an 
instrument for the European Union.  The concept of a “social market economy” is also affirmed. 
   
 
On public services, the existing Article 16 is strengthened in terms of providing a new suitable 
basis for legal instruments (regulations). A new Protocol, which has the same legal value as the 
Treaty itself, confirms the main essential principles to be complied with in this area: primary 
competence of the Member States to deal with SGIs (principle of subsidarity), respect of the 
national diversity and fundamental duties to impose the good delivery of such services (quality, 
safety, affordability, equality, universality and consumers' protection).  This is a positive step 
forward, even if interpretation of Article 2 of the new Protocol insists on referring to non-
economic SGI without clarifying what is meant. 
 
The assessment note from the European Socialist Party (PES), also circulated with circular no. 
13, sets out the main points on public services for the IGC.   
 
Review of the Internal Market  

 
When the Internal (Single) Market strategy was ‘reinvigorated’ in the 1980s, it was given three 
guiding principles: stimulating through competition, strengthening through cooperation and 

                                                 
3 The leaked draft March version of the Communication was very disappointing, with the Commission 
proposing an institutional agreement or a joint declaration of the Council, the EP and the Commission (or 
even a Charter). While this would spell out a number of common principles regarding SGI, it would not 
have any application in practice, either at national level or in terms of the Commission’s own policies.  
Furthermore, the principles suggested by the Commission in the leaked draft neither referred to the need 
to guarantee “in-house” public services nor affirmed that in the event of tension between the rules of the 
Treaty and the accomplishment of a mission of general interest, it is the latter that prevails.     
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uniting through solidarity4. Since then however, the Internal Market’s role in EU policy has been 
continually strengthened with no corresponding development of social and cohesion policy.  
The Services Directive illustrated the growing tensions in the relationship of the Internal Market 
with other EU objectives, such as an ever closer union of the peoples, upwards convergence of 
living and working conditions, gender equality and non-discrimination, sustainable development 
and social and economic cohesion. 
 
EPSU and a number of affiliates responded to the public consultation on the future of the 
Internal Market in June 2006.  
 
EPSU considers that the Internal Market Strategy has to be judged on its contribution to five 
central objectives: 
• Employment creation and quality of jobs; 
• Building a social Europe; 
• Improving and promoting public services 
• Supporting social and economic integration in the new Member States, as well as 

candidate and neighbouring countries 
• Contributing at the world level and in other regions to balanced social and economic 

development 
 
The Commission presented its proposals for a new phase in the Internal Market on 20 
November5.  The Internal Market review includes the new SGI Communication as an annex. 
This qualification as ‘companion document’ illustrates very clearly, where the political focus of 
the Commission lies, i.a. pushing the liberalisation agenda based on the competition and 
internal market rules of the present European Treaty. The Commission also holds the view that 
the Protocol to the Lisbon Treaty on Services of General Interest provides sufficient legal clarity 
for the operation of public services and hence a further general legal instrument is not required.  
 
Furthermore a paper produced by the Bureau of European Policy Advisers (BEPA)6 gives the 
impression that, rather making the internal market strategy more social the Commission wants 
to extend the reach of the internal market across all policy areas.  For example the BEPA paper 
says, "adding new areas to the Single Market will become more difficult, as evidenced by the 
political and legal difficulties of trying to extend the Single Market into areas such as 
healthcare".  In order to extend the Single Market it is necessary "to descend to the level of the 
individual service (sector or market) to analyse at that level the obstacles to integration…."  The 
BEPA report also contains similar comments to the DG ECFIN report “Steps towards a deeper 
economic integration:  the Internal Market in the 21st century: A contribution to the Single 
Market Review7" on wage systems (seen as a disincentive to mobility) and the need for labour 
market regulation to protect the person and not the job.   
 
Unfortunately, the EP resolution of September 2007 on the Single Market review based on 
the own initiative report form Jacques Toubon MEP supports the inclusion of an “internal 
market compatibility test” which would be applied to all legislative proposals.  The 
Commission wanted to propose this in its 2003 review, but dropped its proposal from the final 
draft.   Both the resolution and the report, on the other hand, underline that strong and 
modern services of general interest are necessary in order to achieve public interest 

                                                 
4 Recalled in the PES group position paper on the Single Market, September 2007 
5See http://www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/FindByProcnum.do?lang=2&procnum=INI/2007/2024 for texts 
on the review. 
6 This was set up to advise the Commission President.  The report is available on   
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/policy_advisers/publications/docs/single_market_yesterday_and_tmorrow_en.pdf 
To note, BEPA also wrote a “social reality” stocktaking report, to shape a debate on the future of social 
policy. 
7 http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/economic_papers/2007/ecp271en.pdf 
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objectives, such as social and territorial cohesion, environmental protection and cultural 
diversity. 
 
Implementation of the Services Directive 
Both ETUC and EPSU are monitoring the transposition of the Services Directive (see EPSU 
note at http://www.epsu.org/r/336) and the Commission has produced a handbook on the 
implementation of the directive.  EPSU has circulated initial comments on the handbook, 
reminding affiliates of the need to monitor the transposition and implementation process.   
The European Commission is also gathering information on (voluntary) codes of conduct at EU 
level8 as referred to in Article 26 of the Directive.   The Commission considers that European 
codes of conduct could well prove useful as a means of facilitating the free movement of 
service providers, who will be able to use detailed rules of conduct with which they are already 
familiar.   
 
Evaluation of the performance of the liberalised network industries 
The Commission published its third report on the performance of the network industries in July 
20079. The Commission also carried out an evaluation of the methodology used in the 
evaluation reports. The Commission organised a workshop on 10 September 2007 in 
conjunction with the European and Economic and Social Committee (EESC) to discuss the 
latest evaluation and (preliminary) methodology report.  David Hall from PSIRU and EPSU took 
part in the workshop.   
The latest EPSU/PSIRU critique is available on http://www.epsu.org/a/3235. EPSU, Uni-Europa 
and ETF issued a joint press statement underlying the need for independent evaluation. 
 
Such an evaluation should be: 
• Independent,  participatory and democratic 
• Involve consultation of stakeholders at national level as well as at EU level 
• Involve public meetings in Member States, as well as structured debates in the European 

institutions  
• Take account  the full economic and social contribution of SGI, evaluated against the 

Treaty provisions on SGI, as well as other Treaty aims (e.g. as stated in Articles 2 and 3 
and the new Protocol, and also in the Charter of Fundamental Rights).   

 
It is unacceptable that the European Commission can evaluate the policies that it is committed 
to, presenting these as favourably as possible.  
 
Public procurement and public-private partnerships (PPPs) 
European law on public procurement was most recently set out in Directive 2004/18/EC, of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004, on the co-ordination of procedures 
for the award of public works contracts, public supplies contracts and public service contracts. 
This Directive updated previous texts and included ECJ case law.  
 
The recitals in the Directive clearly allow social and environmental criteria to be included in 
public contracts.  
A guide to green procurement was produced by the Commission in 2005, and the Commission 
also has set up an advisory Committee on green procurement.  However it has dragged its feet 
on social procurement, and is only now preparing for a feasibility study for such a guide. In 
EPSU’s view it would be crucial for the guidelines to include specific references to collective 
agreements, and not only particular issues (e.g. as recently upheld by the ECJ in the Rüffert 

                                                 
8 See http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/services-dir/conduct_en.htm 
And EP press report  http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/expert/infopress_page/063-9994-246-09-36-
911-20070823IPR09757-03-09-2007-2007-false/default_en.htm 
 
9See http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/european_economy/2007/ee0107en.htm  
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case10). Social procurement links with the aim of having a social or labour clause in public 
contracts, as called for in ILO Convention 94. 
 
To note, the recent Communication Tackling the pay gap between women and men” adopted 
by the Commission on 18 July 2007 calls upon public authorities to “encourage their service 
providers to adopt equal pay policies in the performance of public contracts”. 
 
On PPPs, EPSU responded to responded to the Green Paper on public procurement and 
PPPs in 2004 see http://www.epsu.org/a/657. The Commission has since been working on two 
areas for follow-up: a communication on Institutional PPPs (IPPPs - mixed public-private 
companies) and a directive of services concessions (which were excluded from the public 
procurement directives). The Commission has produced internal working papers on both of 
these subjects.  EPSU will respond to both in the framework of the current survey and guideline 
on PPPs in cooperation with PSIRU.  
 
Initial comments to the Commission on IPPPs were sent In July, stressing that the EU should 
remain neutral on the question of private or public ownership and its policies on IPPPs should:  
• Ensure that municipalities can have Stadtwerke-type companies and to use them to do 

work without having to offer that work for tendering (“in-house” choice principle) and 
• Ensure that private companies cannot get shareholdings in Stadtwerke or special joint 

ventures without having to compete (transparent competition principle) 
• Ensure a transparent and flexible framework, and allow for democratic choices to be 

made. 
• Include evaluation    
 
The European Commission also came forward with a proposal to end exclusion of the defence 
sector from public procurement law. 
 
Quality public finances  
The ECFIN Council meeting on 5 June 2007 adopted a number of conclusions on "quality of 
public finances", based on a report from the Economic Policy Committee (EPC). The 
conclusions emphasize the need to "optimize public sector activities and to achieve better 
outcomes given limited public funds", and also to "move further towards robust, fair, efficient 
and growth-enhancing revenue systems." The Council invites the EPC and the Commission to 
"develop further analysis and measurement of public sector expenditure and effectiveness", 
and it is also proposed to organize an exchange of best practices in the autumn on reforms to 
improve efficiency in public administration11. The conclusions make no explicit reference to the 
need to ensure that Member States' reforms should aim to improve the quality of public 
services themselves by taking into account the principles that underpin public services (and 
which EPSU wants to see enshrined in an EU legal framework - e.g. solidarity, universality, 
equal access).   
 

                                                 
10 Rechtsanwalt Dr Dirk Rüffert (as the liquidator of the assets of Objekt und Bauregie GmbH & Co. KG) v Land 
Niedersachsen C-346/06 is a German reference to the ECJ on whether a national law requiring public sector 
contractors (and subcontractors) to pay posted workers locally agreed collective agreement is a restriction on the 
freedom to provide services in article 49 of the EC Treaty. The Advocate General gave a favorable ruling on this on 
20 September. See  http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:62006C0346:EN:HTML  
There has also been another interesting ECJ ruling recently which reaffirmed Member States' right to maintain broad 
social objectives.  This upheld Member States’ rights to put legal limits on the length of employees' periods of 
occupation, not withstanding EU legislation countering discrimination on age see: http://curia.europa.eu/jurisp/cgi-
bin/gettext.pl?where=&lang=en&num=79928983C19050411&doc=T&ouvert=T&seance=ARRET 
 
11 You can find the press release: http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/ecofin/94496.pdf 
The full press report of the meeting in English and German, including names of government representatives can be found at:  
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/cms3_applications/Applications/newsRoom/related.asp?BID=93& 
GRP=11927&LANG=1&cmsId=339 
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Within the context of ongoing work on the "quality" of public finances, the Portuguese 
presidency has emphasised the modernisation of public administration as a means of 
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of public spending. All Member States are 
undertaking initiatives to reform their public administrations to this end, and an issues note 
prepared by the Economic Policy Committee highlights the various approaches that have been 
developed (doc. 13317/07). These fall in four areas: 
• Performance orientation of public budgets 
• Reorganisation of public administrations,  
• Reforms in human resource management and 
• Improved use of information and communication technologies. 
 
The Council is due to return to the issue of public spending efficiency and effectiveness in the 
spring of next year, in particular regarding specific spending categories such as social 
spending, education and Research & Development. It is important to ensure that these 
discussions do not lead to intervention in public services from a very narrow (financial) 
perspective and reflect what the ETUC has called the “accountants logic12” of (endlessly) 
pushing down public expenditure.  
 
To note, the Commission has launched a public consultation in view of the 2008/2009 EU 
budget review SEC (2007) 118 final. 
 
eGovernment 
The concept of eGovernment, as defined by the European Commission links ICTs, 
organisational change, and skills together. This provides workers and trade unions with a 
strong argument for getting involved in eGovernment and places responsibility on public 
authorities, in their role also as employers, to support such involvement. 
 
The European Commission is developing considerable policies and activities on eGovernment 
and ePublic services13. Much of the emphasis is on cost reduction and expanding the "market" 
for e-services.  In a recent report the Commission pointed out that 64% of enterprises now use 
the internet to interact with public authorities. This underlines the important contribution that 
online public services make to business efficiency. Services that are available for full online 
transactions can reduce business costs and, in this way, eGovernment strategies make a direct 
contribution to the Lisbon agenda.   
 
The most recent Eurostat household survey found that 35% of internet users (i.e. individuals 
who used the internet within the last three months) used the internet to replace personal 
contacts or visits to public administrations and a further 37% said they would be interested in 
doing so. The Commission interprets this as evidence that the overwhelming majority of people 
are potential clients for online public services. However 44% of all Europeans have no Internet 
or computer skills at all, so access to public services may be affected by eGovernment. 
 
The Commission’s eGovernment action plan 2005-2010, part of the EU i2010 initiative, 
supports the establishment of a eForum, bringing together the private and public sector 
”dedicated to analysing the future needs of eGovernment in Europe, and promoting excellence 
in defining solutions to those needs by bringing private and public actors together. We aim to 
be a showcase for the solutions that will shape eGovernment over the next ten to fifteen years.” 
 
EPSU supports both eGovernment and ePublic services, but thinks that is important to take 
account of employment considerations (quality and quantity), which is not the case today. The 
contribution of eGovernment to the modernisation of public services, beyond efficiency gains 
and increase in speed of delivery, is not so clear. As already said in the joint EPSU NEA/LRG 

                                                 
12 See ETUC discussion paper on the new cycle of integrated economic and employment guidelines  
13 http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/soccul/egov/index_en.htm 
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workshop on eGovernment in November 2004, guaranteeing and improving the quality of 
public services is the objective, and eGovernment is one of the instruments to achieve this. The 
fact that responsibility for eGovernment lies solely with the Commission’s DG Information 
Society is problematic. In this respect, eGovernment is another example of how EU policies on 
public services are developed without a policy framework on public services (legal or 
otherwise).    
 
Increasingly cross-border public services are on the EU agenda.  A recent report14 says “the 
role of the European Commission is to facilitate further standardization of basic public 
services…..  The availability of Member State basic public services allows cross-border 
aggregate public services to be created… ”  The report identifies (the absence of) 
harmonized pricing for basic public services as a key issue to be resolved. 
 
To note, EPSU will participate in “ServPPIN”, a research project for 2008-2010 funded under 
the European Commission 7th Framework Project that will focus on the interactions and 
agreements between Public and Private Services. 
 
Better regulation agenda 
The Better Regulation agenda was part of the Commission’s 2001 good governance package 
to improve transparency, accountability and consultation of stakeholders.  Unfortunately, this 
has now shifted to a de-regulation and competitiveness agenda15. The rationale is that “red 
tape”, which would amount to around 3.5% of EU GDP, is an obstacle to trade and 
competitiveness in the EU.  As such it links in with the provisions in the Services Directive.  The 
Better Regulation Agenda includes: 
• Regular integrated impact assessments of EU legislation including social and 

environmental legislation to check consistency with the competitiveness drive.  These 
assessments can lead to the withdrawal of pending legislation or re-codification of 
existing legislation.   The Commission’s impact assessments of legislation have been 
carried out at the expense of social and green policies. Trade unions are not consulted 
enough on these issues (one of the points we made in the ETUC Seville Manifesto)16.  
There is a need to revert to the original definition of better regulation, to include for 
instance more coherent regulation, better implementation of EU directives e.g. on 
asbestos, gender equality, workers’ information and consultation rights etc, better 
consultation of trade unions on the evaluation of regulations, as well as a positive 
definition of the role of public sector and how it can best serve not only business but also 
workers and citizens.     

• Cuts in EU “administrative burdens of 25%.” This was agreed by the EU Spring council of 
9 March 2007.  The Council refused however to adopt the same target at national level 
as proposed by the European Commission. Instead they opted for setting their own 
national targets by 2008. Some countries already have national targets e.g. UK, 
Netherlands, Denmark. Opponents pointed to the high costs of measuring the burdens 
related to existing and new regulations and to the difficulties of defining criteria for cutting 
administrative burdens.  

 
The ETUC Seville Manifesto emphasises the importance of social partner consultation on 
Better Regulation. 
 
 

                                                 
14For study see http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/servlets/Doc?id=29101 and for background  
http://ec.europa.eu/idabc/en/document/6227 
15 For example in the recent ECFIN Council note is states “Better regulation involves the simplification of legislation, 
reducing administrative burdens on businesses, broader use of economic impact assessments and other efforts to 
reduce unnecessary compliance costs for businesses. 
16 There was a stake holder consultation in June 2007: 
 http://ec.europa.eu/governance/better_regulation/iase.htm 
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4. Intersectoral Social Dialogue 
Violence and harassment at work 
An autonomous framework agreement was signed on 26 April between ETUC, Business 
Europe, UEAPME and the CEEP to fight violence and harassment at work. The text commits 
all signatories to combat all behaviour that can lead to harassment and violence in the 
workplace. The agreement proposes procedures to prevent, identify and manage problems of 
workplace harassment and violence, including cases involving ‘third parties’. The provisions of 
the agreement are to be implemented before April 2010. The text of this agreement can be 
found at http://www.etuc.org/a/3574. 
 
Second stage consultation on the reconciliation of professional, private and family life 
In response to the second consultation on the reconciliation of professional, private and family 
life, the European Social Partners agreed to set up a joint working group to carry out an 
evaluation of all the elements of their framework agreement on parental leave. The also 
committed to make an assessment of parental leave arrangements that relate to other 
measures supporting parents and work-life balance. The social partners will report on progress 
made to the Commission and assess whether joint actions need to be taken by the Tripartite 
Social Summit of March 2008.  
 
Key Challenges facing the European Labour market 
The intersectoral social partners (Business Europe, CEEP and UEAPME) issued a joint 
analysis on the key challenges facing the European labour market which was presented to the 
EU Social Summit on 18 October. Much of the data in the analysis can be used to support our 
political arguments, for example on youth unemployment, on decreasing investment on life-long 
learning, on the increasing income gap, especially in countries such as the UK with a highly 
liberalised labour market. The analysis also includes language on flexicurity, which is the most 
controversial part of the text on the trade union side. Although this is only 1 aspect amongst 
many covered in the joint analysis it was extensively exploited by Business Europe in the press 
to hail this as a major “agreement” with the ETUC on flexicurity, which it is not. The text can be 
downloaded from http://www.etuc.org/a/4119. 
 
Active inclusion of those furthest from the labour market 
The European Commission has launched the second stage consultation on active inclusion of 
those furthest from the labour market. The consultation will be open until 28 February 2008. 
The Commission's text can be read here:  
http://ec.europa.eu/employment_social/social_inclusion/docs/2007/comm_620_en.pdf  
 
The "active inclusion", concept put forward by the European Commission, consists of an 
integrated approach to help those most in need. This approach is based on three pillars:  
• Access to adequate minimum income schemes 
• Active labour market policies 
• Access to quality services. 

The Commission's document proposes to develop common principles on the above 3 pillars of 
the active inclusion strategy, including principles on access and quality of social services of 
general interest. It is important that policy inclusion complements, and does not displace, the 
broader notion of cohesion.  
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VII. EPSU/PSI 
 
Merger between PSI Europe and EPSU 
The document on ‘The role of the EU in Europe and on the world stage: a challenge for 
Europe’s public service trade unions’ was endorsed by the meeting of PSI EUREC on 13 – 14 
April 2005 and the EPSU Executive Committee on 7 June 2005 as a mandate for the merger 
discussions. The adopted document describes the intended merger as follows: “Bringing 
EPSU’s and PSI’s European work together: In a nutshell: this new organisation could be an 
enlarged EPSU that encapsulates the current European work of PSI and assumes the 
responsibilities of a PSI region, contributing to promoting the interest of public service workers 
on a world stage. It would be autonomous regarding the EU’s domestic policies (internal 
market, social legislation, social dialogue, collective bargaining, EWCs…), the trade union 
response to the EU’s external relations and activities, being part of a global union movement’s 
strategy.” 
 
An EPSU – PSI Europe Working Group, composed of representatives of PSI Europe and 
EPSU constituencies as well as staff representatives from both secretariats, was established. 
The Working Group had a total of 5 meetings, namely on 9 – 10 November 2005, 9 – 10 
February, 4 – 5 May and 9 – 10 October 2006, with the last meeting being held on 20 – 21 
March 2007.:  
The following documents have been elaborated under the aegis and with the input of the 
Working Group: 
• Draft outline of activities – what and how? 
• EPSU / PSI Mapping Exercise; 
• Draft Constitutional Principles; 
• Merger Steps in the Transition Period between PSI congress in 2007 and the EPSU 

Congress in 2009. 
 
The major sticking points in the merger discussion were around the following questions: 
 
• The maintenance and further development of an EU policy focus and strengthened 

capacity building activities; 
• The overall coherence of the organisation, the fear of unions in Russia and Central Asia 

in particular, whether their interests would be taken on board, but equally the fear within 
EPSU of dilution of work. 

• The organisation of financial flows and affiliation policy. 
 
The recommendations from the PSI European Regional Executive Committee (EUREC) of 17 
April represent a compromise solution with regard to the organisation of finances and on 
affiliation, below the text of these recommendations: 
 

1. PSI expenditure related to work in Europe 
It was agreed in principle that PSI contribution to EPSU will be based on 
the figure of 18% of PSI European income in 2006. The percentage will 
stay fixed, but in terms of figures in EURO the amount can vary and will 
be calculated on the basis of audited income from the previous year. 
Further discussions are required to determine more details of the future 
calculations. The percentage could be reviewed after 2012. 
 
The funds will be transferred to the EPSU on a regular basis as from 2010 
as PSI contribution to the European work. The intervals of transfers have 
to be determined.  
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(In this context we have to have another look on the regulations referring 
to 2008 and 2009.)  
 
2. Invoicing of membership fees 
It was agreed to keep the current system of two separate invoices.  
 
EPSU will invoice all its affiliates for the EPSU fee; PSI will invoice for the 
whole of the PSI fee and transfer the contribution to European work to 
EPSU. 
 
3. Affiliation policy 
 In principle, all affiliates should be affiliated to both EPSU and PSI.  

 Those unions that are currently only affiliated to EPSU can be exempt 
from the above principle. 

 For new affiliates, the main criterion to be affiliated to EPSU only is 
that the union significantly contributes to increasing and extending 
EPSU representativity in the social dialogue within a given sector. The 
Executive Committee decides on this on a case-by-case basis. 

 EPSU encourages all its affiliates to become members of the PSI.  

 Member organisations of PSI and EPSU will declare the same 
membership figures for payment of affiliation fees in both PSI and 
EPSU. 

A joint recruitment and organising strategy will be developed. 
 
The proposed amendment to Article 12.4 d) of the PSI Constitution as elaborated by the 
Secretariats, discussed by the October 2006 EPSU – PSI Europe Working Group and 
submitted for consideration by the PSI EB 8 – 10 November 2006 read: “In the European 
Region, PSI recognises EPSU as the regional organisation of the PSI. EPSU contributes to 
promoting the interest of the public services workers at global level. It is autonomous regarding 
EU/EUROPEAN internal policies and has its constitution.” 
 
The PSI Executive Board meeting on 9 - 10 May 2007 in Geneva failed to reach agreement on 
this proposed amendment to its constitution.  
 
In its statement the PSI Congress in September 2007 agreed the following: 
 

1. The PSI Executive Board is authorised to continue the merger 
process with EPSU on the basis of the documents endorsed by PSI 
EUREC and the EPSU Executive Committee, including a revised 
Cooperation Agreement. 

2.  Existing structures of PSI Europe and EPSU be merged during the 
transition  period, which is foreseen to be concluded at the EPSU 
Congress in 2009. 

3. The PSI Executive Board will receive regular updates on the merger 
process. 

 
In conformity with the merger steps, approved by both the PSI and EPSU and pending on the 
final conclusion of a revised cooperation agreement, the EPSU Executive Committee decided 
in November that: 
 
• The EPSU Constitution article 3.2 be interpreted as covering the whole of Europe, 

including the Central Asian Republics, 
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• Appendix V of the EPSU Constitution be amended so that the same constituency 
composition as currently operating for PSI-Europe will apply to EPSU (see list of PSI 
constituencies attached). Effectively this means that EPSU constituencies in North East 
and South East Europe are enlarged and that there will be a new Russia-Central Asia 
constituency, 

• The unions in countries outside of the current EPSU remit can nominate representatives 
for the EPSU Executive Committee.  

• The EPSU GEC and the PSI EWOC will be merged to form the Women’s and Gender 
Equality Committee,  

• EPSU will not hold a Steering Committee until the EPSU Congress 2009 (see 
Constitutional principles document) and instead organise at least two 2-day Executive 
Committee meetings in 2008,  

• All constituencies will be represented in the EPSU Congress Preparatory bodies such as 
the Resolutions Committee, Constitution Working Group, Standing Orders Committee 
and others if so decided (see EPSU Constitution article 4.2 and Appendix II), 

• All affiliated EPSU / PSI Europe unions will be invited to participate in Congress,  
• Financial assistance will be available to representatives from new countries to EPSU. 

The existing EPSU rules will in principle continue to apply, but have in the meantime 
been adapted to take account of long distance travel. (see modified rules), 

• Russian language interpretation and translation is provided for Executive Committee 
meetings, the Constitution Working Group and other meetings to be decided, 

• 22 – 23 April 08 EPSU EC meeting contain an item on PSI and global policy issues. 
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1. Lists of Committees Members 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE/COMITÉ EXÉCUTIF 
COMITÉ EJECUTIVO/EXEKUTIVAUSSCHUß/EXEKUTIVKOMMITTÉN 

 
ID_Country ID_Initials name M / 

F 
ID_Function Rotation 

France FGF-FO PERRET Anne-Marie F EPSU President  
U.K. UNISON PRENTIS Dave M EPSU Vice 

President 
 

Finland JHL SANTAMAKI-VUORI Tuire F EPSU Vice 
President 

 

Belgium EPSU FISCHBACH-PYTTEL 
Carola 

F EPSU General 
Secretary 

 

Belgium EPSU GOUDRIAAN Jan-Willem M EPSU Deputy General Secretary 
Austria GÖD/FSG HOLZER Richard M Titular  
Austria GdG MEIDLINGER Christian M Substitute  
Belgium CSC HAMELINCK Luc M Titular 2nd two years 

and a half 
Belgium CGSP-ALR LIEBEN Gilbert M Substitute 2nd two years 

and a half 
Belgium SLFP EYNDELS Jan M Observer  
Bosnia-
Herzegovina 

ITUWSARFBH KOSOVIC Tatjana F Titular  

Bosnia-
Herzegovina 

SEERBIH LUKSIC Kemal M Substitute  

Bulgaria FTU-HS KOKALOV Ivan Angelov M Titular  
Bulgaria FCIW-PODK PARTENIOTIS Ioanis M Substitute  
Croatia WHSSPSDPI OSTRIC-ANIC Ljiljana F Titular  
Cyprus PA.SY.DY HADJIPETROU Glafkos M Titular  
Czech Republic OSZSP CR SCHLANGER Jiri M Titular  
Czech Republic STATORG VONDROVA Alena F Substitute  
Denmark FOA KRISTENSEN Dennis M Titular  
Denmark DNO CHRISTENSEN Grete F Substitute  
Denmark HK/Stat & OAO PETERSEN Thora F Titular  
Denmark DJOEF RASMUSSEN Mogens 

Kring 
M Substitute  

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Titular  
Estonia ETTAL SCHMIDT Ulle F Substitute  
Finland JHL SANTAMAKI-VUORI Tuire F Titular  
Finland Talentia MALMSTRÖM Eila F Substitute  
Finland Pardia PALOLA Antti M Titular  
Finland TEHY LAITINEN PESOLA Jaana F Substitute  
France FGF-FO NOGUÈS Gérard M Titular  
France INTERCO 

CFDT 
LETOURNEUX Yves M Substitute  

France UNSA GUILLAUD Patricia F Observer  
Germany Ver.di BSIRSKE Frank M Titular  
Germany Ver.di PASCHKE Ellen F Substitute  
Germany Ver.di ZAHN Christian M Titular  
Germany MB MONTGOMERY Frank M Substitute  
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Ulrich 
Germany Ver.di WERHEIT Ursula F Titular  
Germany Ver.di MARTIN Kurt M Substitute  
Greece ADEDY VRETTAKOS Ilias M Titular  
Greece ADEDY DOLGYRAS Ilias M Substitute  
Hungary VDSZSZ GAL Rezsö M Titular  
Hungary EDDSZ CSER Agnes F Substitute  
Iceland BSRB JONASSON Ögmundur M Titular  
Iceland BSRB ANDRESSON Jens M Substitute  
Ireland IMPACT McLOONE Peter M Titular  
Ireland CPSU HORAN Blair M Substitute  
Italy FPS-CISL TARELLI Rino M Titular  
Italy FP-CGIL PODDA Carlo M Substitute  
Latvia LTUE SPIGULE Ausma F Titular  
Latvia LVSADA VIKSNA Ruta F Substitute  
Lithuania LVDPS PETRAITIENE Irena F Titular  
Lithuania LVPF NEMANIUS Romualdas M Substitute  
Luxembourg CGT-L STAUDT Steve M Titular  
Luxembourg CGT-L TURPEL Justin M Substitute  
Macedonia UPOZ MURATOVSKI Vanco M Titular  
Malta GWU MARSH Louis M Titular  
Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV VAN PIJPEN Jenneke F Titular  
Norway NUMGE DAVIDSEN Jan M Titular  
Norway NTL LILLEHEIE Turid F Substitute  
Poland HPS 

Solidarnosc 
OCHMAN Maria F Titular  

Poland HPS 
Solidarnosc 

GREGER Jadwiga F Substitute  

Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS SANTOS 
Jorge 

M Titular 1st and 5th year

Portugal STAL BRAZ Francisco M Substitute 1st, 3rd and 5th 
year 

Portugal STAL BRAZ Francisco M Titular 2nd and 4th 
year 

Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS SANTOS 
Jorge 

M Substitute 4th year 

Romania UNIVERS ROSU Niculae M Titular 2nd two years 
and a half 

Romania UNIVERS COTEANU Ana F Substitute 2nd two years 
and a half 

Slovakia SOZKaSO GALLOVA Ivana F Titular  
Slovakia FFSR PETROVIC Daniel M Substitute  
Slovenia SDE Slovenije DOLAR Franc M Titular  
Slovenia ZSV LEKSE Nevenka F Substitute  
Spain FSP-UGT LACUERDA CASTELLO 

Julio 
M Titular 2nd two years 

and a half 
Spain FSAP-CC.OO SEGARRA ORTIZ Miguel 

Vicente 
M Substitute 2nd two years 

and a half 
Sweden Kommunal THÖRN Ylva F Titular  
Sweden SEKO RUDEN Jan M Substitute  
Sweden SKTF NORDMARK Eva F Titular  
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Sweden SAHP EKLUND Anna-Karin F Substitute  
Sweden Fackförbundet 

ST 
CARNHEDE Annette F Titular  

Sweden SSR JOHANSSON Christin F Substitute  
Switzerland VPÖD/SSP GIGER Stefan M Titular  
Turkey Türk Harb-Is CIMEN Osman M Titular  
Turkey SES KANLIBAS Olcay F Substitute  
U.K. PCS LANNING Hugh M Titular  
U.K. FBU MILLS Dean M Substitute  
U.K. UNISON PRENTIS Dave M Titular  
U.K. FDA BAUME Jonathan M Substitute  
U.K. GMB STRUTTON Brian M Titular  
U.K. T&G ALLENSON Peter M Substitute  
U.K. UNISON SNAPE Liz F Titular  
U.K. PROSPECT NOON Paul M Observer  
France PSI WALDORFF Peter M Titular  
France PSI BUXBAUM Jürgen M Substitute  
Belgium USF ANDREONE Fabrice M Observer  
Norway NUMGE KRISTIANSEN Gerd F Titular additional Women's seats 
Denmark FOA HOEJLUND Nana F Substitute additional Women's seats 
U.K. RCN IRWIN Josie F Titular additional Women's seats 
Germany Ver.di MORGENSTERN Vera F Titular additional Women's seats 
Germany Ver.di WOLFSTÄDTER Alexa F Substitute additional Women's seats 
Austria GdG WEISSMANN Sabine F Titular additional Women's seats 
France CGT-SP BOUVERET Lise F Titular additional Women's seats 
Belgium SLFP SWAERTEBROEKX Anny F Substitute additional Women's seats 
Spain FES-CC.OO ALENDE MACEIRA Maria 

José 
F Titular additional Women's seats 

Portugal STAL SANTOS Patricia F Substitute additional Women's seats 
      
As per paragraph 4.3.2 of the EPSU Constitution Presidents of the Standing Committees, with the right to 
speak only: 
Health and Social Services : JENNINGS karen F UNISON (UK)  
Local and Regional Government : HAMMARBÄCK Anders M SKTF (Sweden)  
National and European 
Administration : 

COCHRANE Charles M PCS (UK)  

Public Utilities :  BERGELIN Sven M Ver.di (Germany)  
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STEERING COMMITTEE/COMITÉ DIRECTEUR 
COMITE DIRECTIVO/LENKUNGSAUSSCHUß/STYRKOMMITTEN 

 
Constituency ID_Country ID_Initials name M 

/ F 
ID_Function Rotation 

Benelux, France France FGF-FO PERRET Anne-
Marie 

F EPSU 
President 

 

Ireland, UK U.K. UNISON PRENTIS Dave M EPSU Vice President 
Nordic Finland JHL SANTAMAKI-

VUORI Tuire 
F EPSU Vice President 

 Belgium EPSU FISCHBACH-
PYTTEL Carola 

F EPSU General Secretary 

 Belgium EPSU GOUDRIAAN Jan-
Willem 

M EPSU Deputy General 
Secretary 

Benelux, France France FGF-FO NOGUÈS Gérard M Titular  
Benelux, France France CGT-SP BOUVERET Lise F Substitute  
Benelux, France Netherlands AbvaKabo 

FNV 
VAN PIJPEN 
Jenneke 

F Titular  

Benelux, France Belgium CSC HAMELINCK Luc M Substitute 2nd two 
years and a 
half 

Benelux, France Belgium SLFP EYNDELS Jan M Observer  
Benelux, France France INTERCO 

CFDT 
LETOURNEUX 
Yves 

M Observer  

Benelux, France France UNSA GUILLAUD Patricia F Observer  
Central Europe Czech 

Republic 
OSZSP CR SCHLANGER Jiri M Titular  

Central Europe Austria GdG WEISSMANN 
Sabine 

F Titular  

Central Europe Austria GÖD/FSG HOLZER Richard M Substitute  
Germany Germany Ver.di BSIRSKE Frank M Titular  
Germany Germany Ver.di PASCHKE Ellen F Substitute  
Germany Germany Ver.di ZAHN Christian M Titular  
Germany Germany Ver.di WERHEIT Ursula F Titular  
Germany Germany Ver.di MARTIN Kurt M Substitute  
Mediterranean Italy FPS-CISL TARELLI Rino M Titular  
Mediterranean Greece ADEDY VRETTAKOS Ilias M Substitute  
Mediterranean Spain FES-CC.OO ALENDE MACEIRA 

Maria José 
F Titular  

Mediterranean Malta GWU MARSH Louis M Substitute  
Nordic Norway NUMGE DAVIDSEN Jan M Titular  
Nordic Denmark HK/Stat & 

OAO 
PETERSEN Thora F Substitute  

Nordic Sweden Kommunal THÖRN Ylva F Titular  
Nordic Sweden SKTF NORDMARK Eva F Substitute  
Nordic Finland JHL SANTAMAKI-

VUORI Tuire 
F Titular  

Nordic Finland Pardia PALOLA Antti M Substitute  
North Eastern 
Europe 

Poland HPS 
Solidarnosc 

OCHMAN Maria F Titular 2nd two 
years and a 
half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Latvia LTUE SPIGULE Ausma F Titular 2nd two 
years and a 
half 
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North Eastern 
Europe 

Lithuania LVDPS PETRAITIENE Irena F Substitute 2nd two 
years and a 
half 

North Eastern 
Europe 

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Substitute 2nd two 
years and a 
half 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Bulgaria FTU-HS KOKALOV Ivan 
Angelov 

M Titular  

South Eastern 
Europe 

Romania UNIVERS COTEANU Ana F Titular 2nd two 
years and a 
half 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Turkey SES KANLIBAS Olcay F Substitute  

South Eastern 
Europe 

Romania UNIVERS ROSU Niculae M Substitute 2nd two 
years and a 
half 

Ireland, UK U.K. UNISON PRENTIS Dave M Titular  
Ireland, UK U.K. UNISON SNAPE Liz F Substitute  
Ireland, UK Ireland CPSU HORAN Blair M Titular  
Ireland, UK U.K. PCS LANNING Hugh M Substitute  
Ireland, UK Ireland IMPACT McLOONE Peter M Titular  
 France PSI WALDORFF Peter M Titular  
 France PSI BUXBAUM Jürgen M Substitute  
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GENDER EQUALITY COMMITTEE 
 
Constituency ID_Country ID_Initials Name M 

/ F 
ID_Function Rotation 

Central Europe Hungary EDDSZ CSER Agnes F President  
North Eastern 
Europe 

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Vice 
President 

 

Ireland, UK U.K. RCN JAMES Sandra F Vice 
President 

 

 Belgium EPSU SALSON Nadja F EPSU 
Secretariat 

 

Nordic Finland Pardia PALOLA Antti M Titular  
Nordic Norway NUMGE KRISTIANSEN Gerd F Titular  
Nordic Sweden SKTF SALEH Delshad M Substitute  
Nordic Denmark FOA HOEJLUND Nana F Substitute  
Ireland, UK Ireland CPSU HORAN Blair M Titular  
Ireland, UK U.K. UNISON SNAPE Liz F Substitute  
Ireland, UK U.K. PCS CAMPBELL Pat F Titular  
Germany Germany Ver.di MORGENSTERN 

Vera 
F Titular  

Germany Germany Ver.di ZAHN Christian M Titular  
Germany Germany Ver.di WOLFSTÄDTER 

Alexa 
F Substitute  

Germany Germany Ver.di BRUNNER Wolfgang M Substitute  
Benelux, France France CGT-SP BOUVERET Lise F Titular  
Benelux, France Belgium SLFP EYNDELS Jan M Substitute  
Mediterranean Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS 

SANTOS Jorge 
M Titular 1st and 5th 

year 
Mediterranean Portugal STAL BRAZ Francisco M Titular 2nd, 3rd and 

4th year 
Mediterranean Malta GWU MARSH Louis M Substitute  
Mediterranean Malta GWU MAGRIN Margaret F Titular  
Mediterranean Spain FSAP-

CC.OO 
GARABIETA Maite F Substitute  

Central Europe Macedonia UPOZ MURATOVSKI Vanco M Titular  
Central Europe Slovakia SOZKaSO GALLOVA Ivana F Titular  
North Eastern 
Europe 

Lithuania LVDPS PETRAITIENE Irena F Titular  

South Eastern 
Europe 

Turkey Türk Harb-
Is 

CIMEN Osman M Titular  

South Eastern 
Europe 

Romania UNIVERS COTEANU Ana F Titular 2nd two years 
and a half 

South Eastern 
Europe 

Bulgaria FITUGO TEMELKOVA Maria 
Georgieva 

F Substitute  

South Eastern 
Europe 

Bulgaria FCIW-
PODK 

PARTENIOTIS Ioanis M Substitute  

 France PSI KING Chidi F Titular  
 France PSI BUXBAUM Jürgen M Substitute  
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES 
 

ID_Country ID_Initials Name M / 
F 

ID_Function Rotation 

U.K. UNISON JENNINGS Karen F President  
Sweden Kommunal DI PAOLO SANDBERG 

Liza 
F Vice President  

Czech 
Republic 

OSZSP CR SCHLANGER Jiri M Vice President  

Belgium EPSU GOOSENS Tamara F EPSU 
Secretariat 

 

Austria GdG HARREITHER Bernhard M Titular  
Austria GÖD/FSG KULOVITS Heinz M Substitute  
Belgium CGSP-ALR JANSSENS Rudy M Titular 2nd two years and 

a half 
Belgium CSC CRIJNS Guy M Substitute 2nd two years and 

a half 
Bulgaria MF-Podkrepa OUCHEVA Theodora 

Nikolaeva 
F Titular  

Bulgaria FTU-HS KOKALOV Ivan Angelov M Substitute  
Croatia HSSMS-MT PRASNJAK Anica F Titular  
Cyprus PA.SY.DY HADJIPETROU Glafkos M Titular  
Czech 
Republic 

OSZSP CR BRENKOVA Ivana F Substitute  

Denmark DNO CHRISTENSEN Grete F Titular  
Denmark FOA STAEHR Karen F Substitute  
Estonia ETTAL TÄKS Iia F Titular  
Estonia ROTAL HAAN Ulle F Substitute  
Finland TEHY HONKALAMPI Tarja F Titular  
Finland SuPer NIITTYNEN Arja F Substitute  
France CGT Santé GENG Françoise F Titular  
France FSS-CFDT HAUTCOEUR Bruno M Substitute  
France FPSPSS-FO BIRIG Didier M Observer  
Germany Ver.di STEFFEN Margret F Titular  
Germany Ver.di WEISBROD-FREY Herbert M Substitute  
Germany MB HAMMERSCHLAG Lutz M Titular  
Germany Ver.di OBERMANN Karl M Substitute  
Greece ADEDY KOUTSIOUBELIS Stavros M Titular  
Greece ADEDY KASSES Ermis M Substitute  
Hungary EDDSZ CSER Agnes F Titular  
Hungary EDDSZ ORBAN Rosza F Substitute  
Ireland IMPACT CALLINAN Kevin M Titular  
Italy FP-CGIL DETTORI Rossana F Titular  
Italy FPS-CISL VOLPATO Daniela F Substitute  
Latvia LVSADA RUDZITE Eija F Substitute  
Lithuania LSADPS BUTKEVICIENE Lilija F Titular  
Lithuania LSADPS MACIUNIENE Rima F Substitute  
Luxembourg CGT-L ROELTGEN André M Titular  
Luxembourg CGT-L GOELHAUSEN Marco M Substitute  
Netherlands AbvaKabo 

FNV 
MERLIJN Elise F Titular  
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Norway NUMGE BLAKSTAD Kjellfrid F Titular  
Norway NSF HEMBRE Unni F Substitute  
Norway NSF GODTLAND 

KRISTENSEN Per 
M Observer  

Poland HPS 
Solidarnosc 

ABRAMSKA Beata F Titular  

Poland HPS 
Solidarnosc 

SOKALSKI Leszek M Substitute  

Portugal SINTAP FERREIRA Luisa F Titular 1st, 3rd and 5th 
year 

Portugal STE MADEIRA Candida F Substitute 1st, 3rd and 5th 
year 

Portugal STE MADEIRA Candida F Titular 2nd and 4th year 
Portugal SINTAP FERREIRA Luisa F Substitute 2nd and 4th year 
Romania SANITAS MUSCANU Florin M Titular  
Spain FSP-UGT NAVARRO BARRIOS Pilar F Titular 2nd two years and 

a half 
Spain FES-CC.OO ALENDE MACEIRA Maria 

José 
F Substitute 2nd two years and 

a half 
Spain FSAP-CC.OO LARA Salvador M Observer  
Sweden SAHP OLSSON Marina F Titular  
Sweden SKTF SKOGLUND Annica F Substitute  
Sweden Kommunal NORDIN Leif M Substitute  
Sweden Kommunal KÖNIG Astrid F Observer  
U.K. RCN IRWIN Josie F Titular  
U.K. RCM SKEWES Jon M Substitute  
U.K. UNISON GORTON Sara F Observer  
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN ADMINISTRATION 

 
ID_Country ID_Initials Name M / 

F 
ID_Function Rotation 

U.K. PCS COCHRANE Charles M President  
Germany Ver.di IHRIG Sigrid F Vice President  
Belgium CGSP-P VASSART Dany M Vice President  
Belgium EPSU SALSON Nadja F EPSU 

Secretariat 
 

Austria GÖD/FSG KORECKY Peter M Titular  
Austria GÖD/FSG BENESCH Jasmin F Substitute  
Belgium CSC DEVOS Jean-Paul M Substitute  
Bulgaria FITUGO TEMELKOVA Maria 

Georgieva 
F Observer  

Bulgaria FITUGO HRISTOV Hristo M Observer  
Croatia SDLSN PLESA Boris M Titular  
Cyprus PA.SY.DY HADJIPETROU Glafkos M Titular  
Cyprus PA.SY.DY SAVVA Charalampos F Substitute  
Czech 
Republic 

STATORG VONDROVA Alena F Titular  

Denmark HK/Stat & OAO PETERSEN Thora F Titular  
Denmark DJOEF RASMUSSEN Mogens 

Kring 
M Substitute  

Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Titular  
Estonia ROTAL BAROT Heidi F Substitute  
Finland Pardia PALOLA Antti M Titular  
Finland JHL WIKMAN Teija F Substitute  
Finland Pardia KUMPULAINEN Päivikki F Observer  
Finland JHL LAUNIS Merja F Observer  
France INTERCO 

CFDT 
LABASQUE Yves M Titular  

France UGFF-CGT BUTOUR Jean-Louis M Substitute  
France FGF-FO NOGUÈS Gérard M Observer  
France UNSA GUILLAUD Patricia F Observer  
France INTERCO 

CFDT 
TSIAKKAROS Stélios M Observer  

Germany Ver.di LINDENLAUB Bernd-
Axel 

M Substitute  

Germany Ver.di MÜLLER Sigrid F Substitute  
Greece ADEDY DOLGYRAS Ilias M Titular  
Greece ADEDY VRETTAKOS Ilias M Substitute  
Hungary KKDSZ FENYVES Kornél M Titular  
Iceland BSRB ANDRESSON Jens M Titular  
Ireland CPSU HORAN Blair M Titular  
Italy FPS-CISL MIGGIANO Davide M Titular  
Italy FP-CGIL GARZI Alfredo M Substitute  
Latvia LAKRS PLESA Biruta F Titular  
Lithuania LVDPS PETRAITIENE Irena F Titular  
Lithuania LVDPS KISIELIENE Rima F Substitute  
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Luxembourg CGT-L TURPEL Justin M Titular  
Luxembourg CGT-L SCHOSSELER Jeanne F Substitute  
Macedonia UPOZ GRUJOVSKI Peco M Titular  
Macedonia UPOZ CKLAMOVSKA Biljana F Substitute  
Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV DIETEN Jan Willem M Titular  
Norway NTL ASKER Berit F Titular  
Norway YS-Stat ARNESEN Paal M Substitute  
Portugal STE PEREIRA Jorge M Titular 1st, 3rd and 5th 

year 
Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS SANTOS 

Jorge 
M Substitute 1st, 3rd and 5th 

year 
Portugal SINTAP NOBRE DOS SANTOS 

Jorge 
M Titular 2nd and 4th year 

Portugal STE PEREIRA Jorge M Substitute 2nd and 4th year 
Romania PS-SIGOL POPOVICI Cornel M Observer  
Serbia Neza GSUIP ANDJELIC Slavoljub M Titular  
Slovakia FFSR JAVORKOVA Zuzana F Titular  
Slovakia SOZKaSO SKULAVIK Peter M Substitute  
Spain FSP-UGT PALOMO CASTILLO 

Yolanda 
F Titular  

Spain FSAP-CC.OO RODRIGUEZ BAILO 
Gloria 

F Substitute 2nd two years and 
a half 

Sweden Fackförbundet 
ST 

PÄRSSINEN Ilkka F Titular  

Sweden Fackförbundet 
ST 

LAGERQVIST-PALMU 
Ulla 

F Substitute  

Sweden SEKO NILSSEN Roal M Titular  
Sweden SEKO THORNBERG Helen F Substitute  
U.K. FDA BAUME Jonathan M Substitute  
U.K. PCS LEWTAS Geoff M Substitute  
U.K. PROSPECT NOON Paul M Observer  
Belgium USF SERGIO Giovanni M Titular  
Belgium USF NYCTELIUS Lars M Substitute  
Belgium USF ANDREONE Fabrice M Observer  
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON LOCAL AND REGIONAL GOVERNMENT 
 
ID_Country ID_Initials Last_name M / 

F 
ID_Function Rotation 

Sweden SKTF HAMMARBÄCK Anders M President  
France INTERCO CFDT BERNARD Joëlle F Vice President  
Portugal STAL MARQUES José Manuel M Vice President  
Belgium EPSU CLARKE Penny F EPSU 

Secretariat 
 

Austria GdG KATTNIG Thomas M Titular  
Austria GdG UNGER Günter M Substitute  
Belgium CSC VERMORGEN Ann F Titular 2nd two years 

and a half 
Belgium CGSP-ALR LUYTEN Mil M Substitute 2nd two years 

and a half 
Belgium CGSP-M PIRNAY Laurent M Observer  
Croatia SDLSN KUHAR Sinisa F Titular  
Czech Rep. STATORG VONDROVA Alena F Titular  
Denmark HK/Kommunal OTTO Bodil Marie F Titular  
Denmark FOA JOERGENSEN Peter Kvist M Substitute  
Denmark KRIS RASTEN Bengt M Observer  
Denmark FOA GYDESEN Frede M Observer  
Estonia ROTAL LIIVAMAGI Kalle M Titular  
Estonia ROTAL KAPP Mare F Substitute  
Finland JHL ELORANTA Jarkko M Titular  
Finland TEHY MAARIANVAARA Jukka M Substitute  
Finland TEHY MARKKANEN Kirsi M Observer  
Finland JHL LAUNIS Merja F Observer  
France CGT-SP BOUVERET Lise F Substitute  
France FPSPSS-FO BECUWE Serge M Observer  
France UNSA JOSSET VILLANOVA 

Christine 
F Observer  

Germany Ver.di STERNATZ Renate F Titular  
Germany Ver.di KERSCHBAUMER Judith F Titular  
Germany Ver.di WEGNER Alexander M Observer  
Greece ADEDY POLYMEROPOULOS Vassilis M Titular  
Greece ADEDY BALASSOPOULOS 

Themistoklis 
M Substitute  

Hungary HVDSZ 2000 PEK Zsolt M Substitute  
Iceland BSRB GUDMUNDSSON Arni M Titular  
Ireland IMPACT NOLAN Peter M Titular  
Italy FP-CGIL CRISPI Antonio M Titular  
Italy FPS-CISL ALIA Velio M Substitute  
Italy FPS-CISL MIGGIANO Davide M Observer  
Latvia LAKRS MAZULANE Rasma F Titular  
Latvia LAKRS KLAVINA Liga F Substitute  
Lithuania LVPF NEMANIUS Romualdas M Titular  
Lithuania LVDPS PETRAITIENE Irena F Substitute  
Luxembour
g 

CGT-L TURPEL Justin M Titular  

Luxembour CGT-L SCHOSSELER Jeanne F Substitute  
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g 
Macedonia UPOZ GRUJOVSKI Peco M Titular  
Macedonia UPOZ CKLAMOVSKA Biljana F Substitute  
Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV WIECHMANN Peter M Titular  
Norway NKF GULBRANDSEN Jan Helge M Titular  
Norway Delta OLANDER Gunn F Substitute  
Norway Delta ANDERSEN Knut Roger M Observer  
Poland Federacja 

ZZPGKiT 
NIDERLA Andrzej M Titular  

Poland NSZZ BARTON Zbigniew M Observer  
Portugal SINTAP ABRAÃO José M Substitute 2nd and 4th 

year 
Portugal STE CARNEIRO Alvaro M Substitute 1st, 3rd and 5th 

year 
Romania PS-SIGOL POPOVICI Cornel M Observer  
Slovakia SOZKaSO KRISTOFICOVA Maria F Titular  
Slovakia SLOVES GATCIOVA Marcela F Observer  
Spain FSAP-CC.OO RODRIGUEZ DE LA COBA 

Juan Carlos 
M Titular  

Spain FSP-UGT CABAZUELO GARCIA 
Fernando 

M Substitute  

Sweden Kommunal HANSSON Maria F Titular  
Sweden SAHP ÖHBERG Margareta F Substitute  
Sweden SSR HOLMBLAD Lars M Substitute  
Sweden SKTF NIELSEN Dan M Observer  
Sweden Kommunal JONSSON Anders M Observer  
Sweden NOFS LUND Kjartan M Observer  
Turkey Belediye-Is USKEL Zafer M Observer  
U.K. UNISON WAKEFIELD Heather F Titular  
U.K. T&G ALLENSON Peter M Substitute  
U.K. GMB STRUTTON Brian M Titular  
U.K. FBU MILLS Dean M Substitute  
U.K. AMICUS METHVEN Ian M Observer  
U.K. UNISON WATSON Simon M Observer  
U.K. UNISON THIRLBY Lucille F Observer  
France PSI MANCILLAS Jorge M Observer  
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC UTILITIES 

 
ID_Country ID_Initials Name M / 

F 
ID_Function Rotation 

Germany Ver.di BERGELIN Sven M President  
Sweden SEKO RUDEN Jan M Vice President  
Hungary VDSZSZ GAL Rezsö M Vice President  
France FNME-CGT POMMERY Claude M Vice President  
Belgium EPSU GOUDRIAAN Jan-Willem M EPSU 

Secretariat 
 

Austria GdG KOLLINGER Heinz M Titular  
Austria GdG BAUER Andreas M Substitute  
Austria GPA-DJP HUBMANN Johann M Observer  
Belgium CSC JIMENEZ Luis M Titular  
Belgium CGSP-ALR LIEBEN Gilbert M Substitute  
Cyprus FSGEC CHRISTODOULIDES 

Christos 
M Titular  

Czech Rep. OS ECHO SPURNY Vit M Titular  
Czech Rep. OS UNIOS VOTAVA Michal M Substitute  
Denmark 3F GIBSON David M Titular  
Denmark DM BERGEN Kenneth M Substitute  
Denmark KRIS RASTEN Bengt M Observer  
Estonia AEEWTU VAIKMA Sander M Titular  
Finland JHL PEUSSA Jorma M Titular  
Finland Jyty AUNOLA Matti M Substitute  
France FNEM-FO LE HOUEROU Didier M Substitute  
France INTERCO CFDT LIASER Charles M Observer  
France UNSA CANOVAS André M Observer  
Germany Ver.di MENDROCH Erich M Titular  
Germany Ver.di OTT Erhard M Substitute  
Germany Ver.di KLOPFLEISCH Reinhard M Substitute  
Greece ADEDY ANTONAKOS Giannis M Titular  
Greece ADEDY LAMBROU Evangelos M Substitute  
Hungary VKDSZ ADAM Robert M Substitute  
Iceland BSRB ATLADOTTIR Anna F Titular  
Iceland BSRB EINARSDOTTIR Thuridur F Substitute  
Ireland ESBOA O'NEILL Fran M Titular  
Italy FILCEM-CGIL FONTANELLI Francesco M Titular  
Italy FLAEI-CISL COSTANTINI Bruno M Substitute  
Latvia LAKRS KALNINS Juris M Titular  
Latvia LTUE APSITIS Janis M Substitute  
Lithuania LVPF KALVAITIS Romualdas M Titular  
Lithuania LEDPSF NEVERAUSKAS Juozas M Substitute  
Luxembour
g 

CGT-L JENAL Leon M Titular  

Luxembour
g 

CGT-L KLEMAN Chris M Substitute  

Macedonia SSESM SIMONOSKI Robert M Titular  
Macedonia SUTKOZ GEORGIEVSKI Zoran M Substitute  
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Moldova Sindindcomservic
e 

DOBAN Vasile M Titular  

Moldova USE RUFALA Veaceslav M Substitute  
Montenegro TUEW TERZIK Milorad M Titular  
Netherlands AbvaKabo FNV VAN HERPEN Joost M Titular  
Norway EL&IT FELIX Hans M Titular  
Norway NUMGE GULDBRANDSEN Stein M Substitute  
Portugal SINDEL DUARTE MARQUES Victor 

Manuel 
M Titular  

Portugal SINTAP SEABRA João M Substitute 2nd and 4th 
year 

Slovakia SOZE BANANKA Marian M Titular  
Slovakia POZ KOVAC Peter M Substitute  
Slovenia SDE Slovenije DOLAR Franc M Titular  
Slovenia SDE Slovenije JAKSETIC Iztok M Substitute  
Sweden SKTF JOHNSSON Bo-Göran M Titular  
Sweden Kommunal HELLANDER Annelie F Substitute  
Sweden SKTF JANSFORS Jonas M Substitute  
Switzerland VPÖD/SSP SERRA Jorge M Titular  
Switzerland VPÖD/SSP FRAGNIERE Bernard M Observer  
Switzerland VPÖD/SSP QUELOZ Jean M Observer  
Switzerland VPÖD/SSP WEHRLI André M Observer  
U.K. UNISON BLOOMFIELD Steve M Titular  
U.K. AMICUS ROONEY Dougie M Substitute  
U.K. GMB SMITH Gary M Titular  
U.K. T&G t.b.c.   Substitute  
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2. List of Staff Members 
 
 
Carola Fischbach-Pyttel, General Secretary 
Jan Willem Goudriaan, Deputy General Secretary 
Penny Clarke, Officer 
Richard Pond, Officer 
Nadia Salson, Officer 
Brian Synnott, Officer 
Tamara Goosens, Officer 
Catherine Boeckx, staff 
Ginette Dewolf, staff 
Diane Gassner, staff 
Nadine Janssen, staff 
Lia Tiberini, staff  
Viviane Vandeuren, staff 
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3. Inventory of main documents elaborated / adopted in 2007 
 
Document adopted by the EPSU Executive Committee – 4 June 2007 
 
EPSU Action Plan on Working and living conditions in Prison services 
(http://www.epsu.org/a/3180 (EN/FR/DE/ES/SV)  
 
 
Other documents: 
 
• The EPSU Firefighters’ Charter version 2007 http://www.epsu.org/a/3464  (EN/FR/IT) 
 
• Joint EPSU-CEMR response to the EU Green Paper on modernizing labour law (May 

2007) http://ww.epsu.org/a/2990 (EN/FR) 
 

• Joint EPSU-CEMR Guidelines on gender equality plans (December 2007) 
http://ww.epsu.org/a/3541  (EN/FR/DE/ES/S) 

 
• Self-assessment or public debate? evaluating the liberalisation of network services in the 

EU and USA”, by D. Hall, PSIRU (September 2007) http://www.epsu.org/a/3235 (EN only) 
 
• The Services in the internal market directive1 - next steps EPSU briefing note (as 

discussed by NCC meeting 18 April 2007) http://www.epsu.org/a/3144 (EN/FR/DE/ES/SV) 
 
• Information note on EU developments relating to public services (November 2007) 

http://www.epsu.org/a/3503 (EN only) 
 
• social dialogue Committee for Local and Regional Government work programme 2008-

2010  http://www.epsu.org/a/3483  (EN/FR) 
 
• EURELECTRIC / EPSU / EMCEF JOINT STATEMENT The Social Aspects of the 

European Energy Community (South East Europe) and the Implementation of the 
Memorandum of Understanding (December 2007)  http://www.epsu.org/a/3395 (EN/RU) 

 
• EURELECTRIC / EPSU / EMCEF Joint declaration on study on employment effects of the 

opening of the electricity and gas markets (December 2007) http://www.epsu.org/a/3239 
(EN only) 

 
• EURELECTRIC / EPSU / EMCEF Joint Declaration on Harassment and Violence at Work 

(November 2007) http://www.epsu.org/a/3396 (EN only) 
 

• EURELECTRIC / EPSU / EMCEF Joint declaration on stress (November 2007) 
http://www.epsu.org/a/3397 (EN only) 

 
• Position of the European Federation of Public Service Unions (EPSU) on the 

Communication towards a European Charter of the Rights of Energy Consumers 
COM(2007) 386, July 2007 http://www.epsu.org/a/3210 (EN only – executive summary 
EN/FR/DE/IT/SV) 

 
• Changing care services and labour markets, by Jane Lethbridge, PSIRU, June 2007 (EN 

only) http://www.epsu.org/a/3810  
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• EPSU- HOSPEEM code of conduct and follow up on Ethical Cross-Border - Recruitment 
and Retention in the Hospital Sector (EN/FR/DE/ES/SV)  http://www.epsu.org/a/3715  

 
• EPSU HOSPEEM Joint Declaration on health services (signed 7 December 2007) 

http://www.epsu.org/a/3615 (EN only) 
• Multinational care company expansion - Major trends and eligibility for European Works 

Councils, by Jane Lethbridge, December 2007 http://www.epsu.org/a/3462 (EN only) 
 
• Agreement between EUPAN and TUNED for the European Social Dialogue Test Phase for 

Central Government Administration 2008-2009, December 2007 http://ww.epsu.org/a/3405 
(EN/FR/DE) 
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